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Summary
Background
The Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program recognizes wildfire as one
of the greatest risks to the community and surrounding area. The City’s Community
Wildland Fire Protection (CWFP) Committee has guided the City’s interface wildfire
activities since 2006. This Committee advised the City that enhanced wildfire risk
mapping was needed to identify and plan actions to reduce wildfire risks.
This report examines the wildfire risks to the Revelstoke Fire Protection Area based on
the probability of wildfires occurring, and the consequences of wildfires.
Recommendations are provided to reduce these risks.

Project Area
This project includes the City of Revelstoke Fire Protection Area, a two kilometer
‘spotting’ distance’ around the Protection Area to account for flying embers , and a
portion of the Controlled Recreation Area (CRA) for Revelstoke Mountain Resort (see
map on page 11). Private lands, federal National Park lands and provincial Crown forest
lands – some with uses such as gravel extraction, recreation and forestry - are within
this area, creating an unusually complex set of wildfire jurisdictions and responsibilities.

Wildfire Risk Rating Process and Findings
Fire weather data, forest fuel type data collected in the field and available map data were
used in the wildfire risk assessment to rate risks across the landscape during high and
extreme wildfire conditions. Analysis of fire weather data from the local weather station
revealed that high and extreme fire danger rating occurs on average, 22 days every
year. In extreme years such as 2003, these ratings continued for almost two months.
For wildfire probability, maps were created for 12 subcomponents of ignition, fire
behavior and suppression capability. A modeling framework that was developed and
used in other communities calculated the wildfire probability ratings. The large areas of
mid-aged forests with continuous fuels from the forest floor to the tree branches create
moderate to extreme wildfire probability ratings in most of the project area.
Wildfire consequences were based on infrastructure (including recreation resources),
visuals, air quality, community watersheds and environmental integrity. Consequence
modeling was based on community values assigned by the CWFP Committee. Resulting
consequences ranged from low to high, with the highest ratings around developed areas
and infrastructure such as the water system and transmission lines, as well as areas
with environmental values such as habitats for endangered species and community
watersheds.
These ratings signal the need for stronger community wildfire protection actions to
reduce the probability of uncontrollable wildfires during extreme conditions, and to
reduce the risks to community values.
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Community input
A draft of this report was available for community and agency input during June 2011.
The project team and the CWFP Committee jointly hosted an open house and three
neighbourhood meetings that were attended by 25 citizens. The Fire Chief and project
team members also reviewed the draft report with RMR staff and made presentations to
two community groups and a meeting of forest professionals.
The feedback consistently supported the plan and the recommendations. Suggested
clarifications and suggested recommendations have been incorporated in this final
report. A summary of the public input and revisions that were made is available from the
Fire Chief.

Recommendations
The recommendations below are directed to the CWFP Committee, which includes
representatives of provincial agencies, National Parks, Revelstoke Mountain Resort
(RMR), community groups and a citizen. Many recommendations emphasize the need
for the City, residents and businesses to adopt FireSmart Community practices.
To learn more about FireSmart practices readers can pick up a pamphlet at the Fire
Station or go to: http://bcwildfire.ca/Prevention/firesmart.htm.
With the exception of the recommendations for education/awareness and fuel
management, the majority of these recommendations can be implemented by the
Committee members during their day-to-day operations. Funding is available from the
Union of BC Municipalities and the Columbia Basin Trust for fuel management, which
will cost at least $100,000 - $250,000 annually. It is recommended that the City allocate
approximately $15,000 annually to leverage these funds each year and implement some
of the education/awareness recommendations.
Highest priority recommendations for the next two years are in bold
Objective: Reduce risk of interruption in services from essential community,
provincial and national infrastructure.
City infrastructure


Infrastructure
protection

Address wildfire risks to the City’s water supply system and
community watersheds.
Revelstoke Mountain Resort
-

Address wildfire risks to infrastructure that is essential to the
continued operation of RMR.
Communication infrastructure


Confirm the location and ownership of communications networks
and encourage owners to reduce adjacent wildfire fuels.
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Transportation infrastructure


Communicate wildfire risks to the CPR and the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure and encourage them to ensure
their infrastructure is adequately protected from wildfire.
BC Hydro infrastructure
 Manage wildfire risks to monitoring equipment east of the dam.
Homes and commercial buildings


Explore ways for property owners to access expertise for wildfire
threat assessments and FireSmart action plans.



Review of subdivision plans by Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services or
CSRD Fire Services.



Research and implement feasible wildfire natural hazard area
development permit areas, building setback bylaws and fireproof
roofing requirements as well as road locations in the City which
create fuel breaks in new developments in interface locations.



Identify hydrant or fire suppression water supplies in all
neighbourhoods.



Encourage the CSRD, the City and property owners in interface
areas to purchase sprinklers.



Explore incentives for property owners to adopt FireSmart practices.

Infrastructure
protection
(continued)

Objectives:


Expand resident and visitor knowledge and awareness of wildfire risks.



Encourage implementation of FireSmart practices to reduce wildfire risks.

General

Education &
awareness



Agree to and implement an education and awareness plan to guide
and coordinate the efforts of the CWFP Committee members.



Expand FireSmart information distribution.



Expand the wildfire risk and FireSmart resources on the City and
CSRD websites.



Continue media stories during high and extreme fire danger.



Erect wildfire prevention signage at all City exits.



Continue to maintain fuel management demonstration areas.



Enforce forest closures.



Educate forest users about the hazards of being too close to transmission
lines during smoky conditions.
Residents



Continue and expand school education programs.
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Property and building owners

Education &
awareness
(continued)



Hold at least one annual FireSmart workshop for building and
property owners. Ideally workshops should be hosted in
neighbourhoods that have expressed interest in FireSmart practices,
starting in Begbie Bench, where the CSRD should be encouraged to
take leadership, followed by Clearview/Johnson Heights, Arrow
Heights and Columbia Park.



Explore ways to recognize owners who implement FireSmart practices.

 Create a FireSmart show home.
Businesses
 Educate businesses about wildfire preparedness.
Visitors


Continue to post the fire danger rating and fire restrictions at the
Visitors Centre
Recreation users



Place wildfire prevention signage at all recreation sites and trail
heads.



Work with the tourism sector and local recreation groups to develop
education/awareness materials such as a brochure describing safe fire use
in the backcountry.

Objectives: Agencies, businesses and private land owners are prepared to
respond swiftly to suppress wildfires.

Fire
preparedness



Clarify agency jurisdictions and communications protocols.



Continue and expand wildfire training for Fire Rescue Services staff,
and cross-training with wildfire suppression crews.



Continue the annual pre-organization reviews and wildfire status
communications.



Business with agreements and contracts for operations on Crown
land must meet the wildfire preparedness requirements of the BC
Wildfire Act.



Fuel caches should be mapped and communicated to all wildfire
suppression agencies.



Learn from recent interface wildfire elsewhere.

Objectives

Fuel
management



Minimize debris to reduce wildfire fuels, particularly near infrastructure
and developed areas.



Reduce wildfire fuels in forest types with significant continuous ladder
fuels near infrastructure and development to achieve low or moderate
wildfire probability ratings.



Establish effective landscape level fuel modification breaks to protect
areas where uncontrolled wildfires would have high consequences.
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Debris


Continue active debris management to reduce wildfire risks.



Evaluate the wildfire risks posed by the wood recycling program at
the landfill and take actions to reduce any risks.
High priority fuel types and fuel modification breaks


Fuel
management
(continued)

Apply for UBCM and CBT funds to complete prescriptions and
treatments for high priority fuel types - forests with continuous fuels
from the forest floor to the tree crowns located within 500 metres of
essential infrastructure. The first priorities are the City’s water
system and the Revelation base and top, day lodge and maintenance
shop at RMR. Formulate a back-up plan if this funding is
unavailable.



Apply for UBCM and CBT funding to plan, prescribe and treat
community wildfire protection strategic fuel modification breaks
around the community to reduce wildfire risks to developed areas.
Private property


Work with private land owners to identify funding supports and insurance
incentives to expand FireSmart practices.
BC Hydro


Transmission lines should act as fuel breaks, particularly near
infrastructure. Fuel reduction treatments and alternative vegetation
management may be needed.

 Fuel reduction may be needed in the grasslands in the drawdown zone.
Forested City-owned properties


Continue to maintain fuel reduction where needed based on wildfire threat
assessments. No additional areas require treatment currently.

Objectives: Ensure community and household capacity and preparedness is
adequate to respond to a wildfire emergency, including community evacuation.

Emergency
response &
evacuation



Improve communication between the CWFP Committee and the
Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program, particularly
with regards to communications and evacuations.



A wildfire emergency exercise should be hosted by the Emergency
Management Program.



The Emergency Management Plan should contemplate alternative
Command Posts in case smoke from wildfires eliminates lower elevation
locations.



Electricity supply during a wildfire should be reviewed.
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Objectives: Remove limitations to swift, effective initial attack.
Access


Inform CSRD property owners of driveway width requirements for
City fire pumper trucks and consider bylaw revisions to require
adequate widths.



Build new trails to standards that permit access by wildfire suppression
crews.
Adequate water sources

Fire
suppression



Begbie Bench property owners should be supported to create
additional water supplies.



Agencies should ensure they are prepared for ground based wildfire
suppression in areas where water is limited.

Initial attack capacity


Continue agency cooperation.



The City and BC Wildfire Management Branch should consider
arranging for local firefighting resources prior to provincial scale
extreme wildfire conditions.

Objectives: Be prepared to swiftly implement rehabilitation treatments in
Post-fire
ecologically sensitive areas if needed after a wildfire.
response –
Rehabilitation  Agencies should prepare a rehabilitation plan in case there is a wildfire in
planning
the community watersheds.

The climate, fuel types, ecosystems, terrain, jurisdictional complexity and extensive
forest uses in the Revelstoke area create unique wildfire probabilities and
consequences. Local innovative solutions will be required to effectively reduce the
wildfire risks identified in this assessment.
By continuing to work together the CWFP Committee collectively has the capacity to
imagine, plan and implement effective solutions. Continued communication, goodwill and
collaboration will be needed, particularly to identify and implement the strategic fuel
modification breaks, which are essential to protecting the community.

Revelstoke Mountain Resort Findings and Recommendations
This project has included funding from the BC Resort Development Branch of the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations to complete wildfire risk
mapping and provide recommendations for Revelstoke Mountain Resort’s Controlled
Recreation Area (CRA).
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The wildfire risk rating identifies the base area and areas around infrastructure on the
mountain are as high – moderate wildfire probability and moderate consequence. The
remaining area is rated as low consequence, with high wildfire probability in the mid
elevations on the west face of Mt. Mackenzie and a mix of high and moderate probability
in the higher elevations of Mt. Mackenzie and the northeast arm of the CRA.
These risk ratings signal the need for RMR and the Ministry to make wildfire risk
reduction a priority to protect existing infrastructure, as well as for wildfire protection to
be top-of-mind in planning new infrastructure and summer activities.
Many of the recommendations to reduce wildfire risks on the CRA are the same as listed
above for the Protection Area. Highest priority recommendations include:


Development protection - Continue to place covenants or other planning
requirements for FireSmart practices on private lands and future Crown land sales;
road network design and hydrant locations that facilitate wildfire suppression and
evacuation.



Education and awareness – Continue FireSmart information distribution to the
private property owners on lands without FireSmart covenants; wildfire prevention
signage at all resort access points; wildfire information on the RMR website.



Fire preparedness – Clarify agency jurisdictions, responsibilities and
communications; continue construction crew training and compliance with the BC
Wildfire Act and mountain operations wildfire pre-organization plan.



Fuel management – Debris management, especially at construction projects and
along the gondola and chairlift line before a summer season is initiated; complete
prescriptions and treat high priority fuel types adjacent to essential on-mountain
infrastructure including the Revelation chairlift, equipment maintenance shop and
day lodge, provided future development is not planned in these areas; work with the
CWFP Committee to identify and treat community wildfire protection strategic fuel
modification breaks within the hazardous fuel types which dominant the mid-and
lower elevations of the CRA, ideally by building on the outer ski runs and the crossslope sections of access roads.

In addition, RMR should evaluate the wildfire preparedness of their base construction
operations, consider their readiness to suppress wildfires on their forested private lands
and build a strong link with the Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program.
Before a summer season is implemented RMR will need to plan for expanded wildfire
awareness education and preparedness, including smoking and campfire restrictions,
gondola access points, and mountain evacuation.
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1.0

Background

Since the Firestorm of 2003 when many homes in BC were burnt in uncontrollable
wildfires, communities across the province have been preparing Community Wildfire
Protection Plans to improve their preparedness for high and extreme fire seasons.
Revelstoke is located in BC’s interior cedar-hemlock forests – an area renowned for its
wet climate. Even in this wet environment, wildfires are a natural process in these forest
ecosystems. In 2003 and again in 2006, lightning strikes high on the mountains around
the City started fires that were too steep for fire crews to work safely on, and that could
not be put out with helicopter and air tankers, so they burned for several weeks during
hot, dry summer conditions. These fires illustrate the potential for wildfires near the
community.
The Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program recognizes wildfire as one
of the greatest risks to the community and surrounding area:
‘Wildfire is identified as one of the major hazards Revelstoke might
face in the City’s Emergency Response and Recovery Plan (ERRP).
In fact, this hazard is much more likely to occur than many of the
otherpossible hazards noted.’
Revelstoke Interface Wildfire Tactical Plan, 2009
This plan examines the wildfire risks to the Revelstoke Protection Area based
on the probability of wildfires occurring, and the consequences of fires.
Recommendations are provided to reduce these risks.

1.1

Community Wildland Fire Protection Committee

In 2005 the City of Revelstoke secured funding to complete an initial Community Wildfire
Protection Plan1. This plan made 12 recommendations for wildland interface hazard
mitigation, including the creation of a Community Wildland Fire Protection Committee
(CWFP Committee). Appendix 1 contains a summary of the status of actions on these
recommendations.
The City created the CWFP Committee in 2006. This Committee has guided the City’s
wildland interface fire activities since this time. The members of the CWFP Committee
are listed in the Acknowledgements at the front of this report.
Early in its work several Committee members, including those who are wildfire

1

http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/default-noj.htm
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management specialists, expressed concern about the adequacy of the wildfire risk
mapping that was the foundation for the 2006 plan. They recommended to the City that
the plan should be refined based on a more rigorous wildfire risk mapping approach.
This project was initiated by Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and was jointly funded by
the Union of BC Municipalities, the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources
Operations, the City, Columbia Basin Trust through the Local Initiatives and Affected
Areas Program and with the generous in-kind contributions of the CWFP Committee
members.

1.2

Purpose and Methods of this Assessment

The purpose of this plan is to quantify and identify fire risk within the community, develop
recommendations that can be undertaken to minimize the risk, and provide a tool to
communicate and educate the residents, businesses and visitors in Revelstoke about
wildfire risk and management issues.
The project included three distinct phases of work:


Phase I – Identification of hazardous fuel types through field sampling and geospatial mapping.



Phase II – Assessment of fire risk and development of a Wildfire Risk
Management System to spatially quantify the probability and consequence of
wildfire.



Phase III – Refinement of the Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP),
which outlines recommendations to mitigate the identified risk through
infrastructure protection, education/awareness, fire preparedness, wildfire fuel
management, emergency response/evacuation, fire suppression and post fire
response/rehabilitation planning, including targeted recommendations for
neighborhoods that are at higher risk.

During Phase II input was sought from the CWFP Committee, RMR staff, forestry
personnel from the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations and
local forest companies, and the Ministry of Environment.
During Phase III the assessment results and draft recommendations were available for
public and agency review and comment. Members of the project team and the CWFP
Committee made presentations and took input at an open house and at meetings with
residents from the Clearview & Johnson Heights, Arrow Heights and Begbie Bench
neighbourhoods. The Fire Chief and project team members also reviewed the draft
report with RMR staff and made presentations to two community groups and a meeting
of forest professionals.
Twenty-five citizens and two agencies provided input which consistently supported the
assessment and the recommendations. Suggested clarifications and recommendations
have been incorporated in this final report. A summary of the public input and revisions
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that were made is available from the Fire Chief.

1.3

Project Area and Jurisdictions

The project area is illustrated in Figure 1 (see next page). It includes the City of
Revelstoke Protection Area, a two kilometer ‘spotting’ distance around the Protection
Area, and a portion of the Controlled Recreation Area for Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
Lands with several types of legal ownership and jurisdiction are included in this area:



private lands within the City municipal boundary, and within the Regional District
to the east of the City, on Begbie Bench to the west of the City, and to the south
of the City, including extensive areas owned BC Hydro in the reservoir drawdown
zone along the Columbia River;



provincial ‘Crown’ forest lands within and outside the City municipal boundary
and Protection Area; some of these areas are ‘occupied’ and tenured for a
variety of uses including gravel extraction, timber production, BC Hydro’s
electrical transmission lines and Revelstoke Mountain Resort’s Controlled
Recreation Area (CRA) tenure; and



federal lands within Mount Revelstoke National Park.

With respect to land management and wildfire suppression, four agencies have
jurisdiction within the project area2, as follows:


The City of Revelstoke has jurisdiction over private land and some aspects of
Crown land administration within the municipal boundary. The City’s Official
Community Plan (2009)3 describes broad goals, policies and zoning for land use
and other activities.
With regard to wildfire protection, the OCP Community Goal for Safety and
Emergency Services is:
‘A safe community with adequate fire rescue, policing, search and rescue,
emergency response and emergency medical services.’
The relevant policy states:
‘Enhance wildfire protection, including fire rescue response, consistent with
the Community Wildfire Protection Plan.’

2

BC Wildfire Management Branch is in the process of clarifying local government jurisdiction for wildfire
suppression. This section reflects this uncertainty.
3

http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/bylaws/bylaws/1519.htm
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LEGEND

Figure 1:

Enhanced Wildfire Risk Mapping Project Area for the Revelstoke Fire Protection Area
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Other than within the Development Permit Area for Revelstoke Mountain Resort4
there are no further specific wildfire protection requirements for infrastructure,
buildings or landscaping within the City’s OCP or bylaws.
Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services is responsible for wildfire protection within the
City boundaries, with the exception of BC Hydro assets (including private lands)
and the possible exception of vacant Crown lands5, where the BCWMB may
have jurisdiction.
The City has a services contract with the CSRD to protect structures within the
portions of CSRD Area B that are within the Revelstoke Fire Protection Area
(See Figure 1). The City also has a services contract with Parks Canada to
protect structures within the Protection Area.
The City has appointed the CWFP Committee to provide advice on wildland fire
issues.


The Columbia-Shuswap Regional District has jurisdiction over private lands,
and some aspects of Crown land administration outside the municipal boundary.
The Electoral Area ‘B’ Official Community Plan6 has recently been approved.
With regards to wildfire protection, Section 11.5.7 within the Environmentally
Hazardous Areas states:
‘It is recognized that all areas within the OCP plan area are generally
susceptible to wildfire risks and development should be consistent with
provincial Best Practices for addressing wildland fire risks.’
Section 11.5.8 provides details about mapping, qualified professional
assessment, general conditions and research (See Appendix 2).
The Regional Director for Area B, which includes the rural area around
Revelstoke, is a member of CWFP Committee.
With regards to community wildfire protection, in April 2010 the CSRD Board
passed a motion stating that the regional district would not undertake community
wildfire protection planning - instead they would focus their efforts on FireSmart
education for property owners.

4

See OCP Appendix 2 Mount MacKenzie Resort Area/Revelstoke Mountain Resort and Appendix 3 Development Permit Area H – Revelstoke Mountain Resort
5

Vacant Crown lands are Crown lands that are not under any agreement (e.g. tenures or licenses) where
taxes are paid that directed to the CSRD or the City for fire services.
6

http://csrd.civicweb.net/Documents/DocumentDisplay.aspx?ID=4324
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The BC Ministry responsible for forest land management (currently the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations) has jurisdiction
over activities in forested public Crown (provincial) lands in BC. Three agencies
within this ministry are involved in wildfire management:
-

Stewardship Branch is responsible for forest land management practices on
most of the Crown forest area. This includes preparing a Wildfire
Management Plan which identifies resource and conservation values on the
landscape and outlines acceptable wildfire suppression practices in sensitive
area (e.g. community watersheds). A plan is currently being prepared for the
Revelstoke area. This Branch is also responsible for preparing and
implement rehabilitation plans after wildfires, where these are needed.
-

BC Wildfire Management Branch (BCWMB) is responsible for wildfire
protection including fire preparedness, communications and fire suppression
on Crown forestlands outside the City boundaries and possibly on vacant
Crown lands within the City Boundaries. BC Hydro has a client agreement
with this Branch for wildfire protection services for BC Hydro assets,
including its private lands. This agreement applies to the grasslands in the
reservoir drawdown areas.

-

Resort Development Branch administers Land Act and Forest Act tenures
within Controlled Recreation Areas (CRA) including the CRA for Revelstoke
Mountain Resort.

The recent BC Wildland Fire Management Strategy7 outlines the strategic
framework, benefits and agency roles for achieving global excellence in wildland
fire management in BC.


Parks Canada has jurisdiction over activities on National Parks, including Mt.
Revelstoke National Park which abuts the northeast side of the Protection Area.
The Mt. Revelstoke, Glacier and Roger Pass Management Plan and a Wildfire
Management Plan for the Parks direct wildfire related activities in Mt. Revelstoke
National Park.

Regardless of jurisdiction, it is the practice of agencies with wildfire suppression
responsibilities to respond to all fire calls then clarify roles on-site in each situation. The
exceptional ongoing communications amongst the agencies aids this practice.

7

http://bcwildfire.ca/Prevention/PrescribedFire/docs/BCWFMS.pdf
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1.4

Risk Assessment Methods

1.4.1

Wildfire Risk Management System

Fire weather data, fuel type data collected in the field and available GIS data were used
in a wildfire risk assessment that spatially rates risk across the landscape. Figure 2 (see
next page) outlines the subcomponents and components used to develop risk ratings
across the landscape.
Ratings and maps were created for each subcomponent and this information was
combined to create a map of the ratings for each component. The information for each
component was then combined to create the wildfire probability and wildfire
consequence ratings, which were also mapped. The overall risk rating was calculated
and mapped using the probability and consequence ratings.
An overview of the methods, databases and submodels for each subcomponent map is
provided in Appendix 3. Each of the subcomponents, components and the ratings are
described in Sections 2 and 3. All of the assessment maps can be found in Appendix 5.
A probability modelling framework that was developed and used in other communities
calculated the probability ratings. Consequence ratings are based on a suite of
consequence values that are consistent with the values of the community, as reflected
by the CWFP Committee.
The subcomponent and component information, and the final risk ratings were used to
develop recommendations to reduce wildfire risk as shown in Figure 3 (see page 16).

1.4.2

Fire Weather

The Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS), developed by the
Canadian Forestry Service, is used to assess fire danger and potential fire behaviour.
The BCWMB maintains a network of fire weather stations during the fire season that is
used to determine fire danger on forestlands within and adjacent to the project area.
It is essential to understand the likelihood of exposure to periods of high fire danger, as
defined by Fire Danger Class 4 (high) and 5 (extreme), in order to determine appropriate
prevention programs, levels of response, and management strategies.
Fire danger within the project area varies significantly from month to month and year to
year. Figure 4 (see page 17) is based on a compilation of data from the Revelstoke
BCWMB weather station from 1995 to 2010, showing the average number of Danger
Class IV and V-days from May through October.
This compilation shows that, on average, there are 8, 11 and 3 days of high and extreme
fire danger during July, August and September respectively, for a total of 22 days
annually on average. As experienced during 2003 and 2009, there are years when fire
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Figure 2: Assessment components and subcomponents.
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Figure 3. Developing recommendations from the Wildfire Risk Management System results.
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Figure 4. Average number of danger class days per month (1995 – 2010).
danger in this area has been high or extreme for an extended period during the summer
months. In 2003 the danger rating was high for 12 days and extreme for 41 days.
Drought code analysis is also helpful to understand the wildfire risks in a specific
location. Drought codes indicate the average moisture content of deep, compact, organic
fuel layers and are a useful indicator of seasonal drought effects on forest fuels and the
difficulty of controlling a wildfire. A drought code that exceeds 425 is considered extreme
and is associated with uncontrollable fire behaviour.
Figure 5 (see next page) shows the average number of drought code days for each
month during June through September from 1995-2010 based on data from the
Revelstoke weather station. On average, the extreme drought code occurred on 2, 11
and 10 days during July through September respectively. This historic drought code
analysis provides a similar result to the analysis of danger class days and reinforces the
point that the Revelstoke area experiences extended periods of summer drought when
uncontrollable fire behavior can occur.
Climate change is expected to increase the periods of high fire danger and extreme
drought codes. The following is excerpted from the BC Wildland Fire Management
Strategy8 (pg. 6):

8

http://bcwildfire.ca/Prevention/PrescribedFire/docs/BCWFMS.pdf
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Drought code equivalents Very low = 0-79; Low = 80-189; Moderate = 190-299; High = 300-424, Extreme = >425)

Figure 5. Average days per month by drought code class (1995-2010).

Climate Change
Climate change research indicates that the incidence and severity of wildfires will
greatly increase over the next several decades. The evidence for this is
exemplified by the increasing frequency of “record’ years, such as 2003 and
2009 in B.C.
Climate models indicate that by 2050, average winter temperatures in
B.C. are expected to increase by 2-3 C in the south and by 4-5 C in the
north. Summers throughout the province may warm by an average of 2-3
C, and the southern and coastal regions are projected to become drier in
the summer. Provincial records show that the wildfire season has been
increasing in length by one to two days per year since at least 1980. At
the current rate, by the middle of this century, some areas of the province
may experience forest fires year-round. Science also suggests that the
frequency of lightning-caused fires will increase.
Complacency is an inappropriate response to the level of wildfire risk indicated by this
analysis of fire weather. Management responses, in terms of fire prevention, fuel
management and swift suppression response, must reflect this level of risk.

1.4.3

Fuel classification

Fuel classification was based on the CFFDRS and a number of fuel type samples
collected in the field. Wildfire management professionals agree that while the CFFDRS
classifications do not fully reflect the forest types in the Revelstoke area, they are the
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best option available at this time for fuel typing and fire behavior analysis. Archie
McConnachie, who has several decades of experience in wildfire management in the
local forest types, worked closely with B.A. Blackwell staff to sample and classify the fuel
types in the project area. Over 100 field classifications with photo points were collected.
For each type identified, we have attempted a best approximation of the CFFDRS
classification and have supported this classification with a summary of detailed
attributes.
Figure 6 (see next page) illustrates the location and typing of the field sample plots and
the final fuel classification. The fuel types are described in Appendix 4.
Fuel types classified as C2, C3 and C4 (orange to red in Figure 6) have continuous fuels
from the ground to the tree crowns which can cause high to extreme wildfire behavior
that is uncontrollable and unsafe for fire suppression crews to try to suppress.

2.0

Wildfire Probability

The probability of wildfire impacting the community interface area depends on historic
ignitions, fire behaviour and suppression capability. This section generally describes the
conditions in the project area for each of these components. The maps for these
components are contained in Appendix 5.

2.1

Historic Ignitions

The BCWMB fire reporting system was used to compile a database of wildfires that have
required initial attack since 1950 in the project area.
Lightning strikes account for the majority of wildfires that have required initial attack in
the area, concentrated at higher elevations to the west of the Columbia River. This data
does not reflect the number of lightning strikes or fire starts in the area, which would be
much more than the number of fires where initial attack was launched.
Human caused fires have occurred in the lower elevations, particularly along Westside
Road, in Columbia Park, Big Eddy, Arrow Heights, Begbie Bench and in the drawdown
zone on the east and west sides of the Columbia River. The increasing outdoor
recreation use as the resort develops and biking/hiking infrastructure near the
community is expanded is expected to increase human caused fires within the project
area.

2.2

Potential Fire Behaviour

This component is based on the fuel typing, fire weather and topography of the area.
Because much of the area is forested, and many of these forests have heavy fuel
loading, with contiguous ladder fuels from the ground to the tree crowns, and are on
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Figure 6. Wildfire fuel type samples and mapping.
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steep slopes, during 90th percentile fire weather conditions, fire behavior can become
extreme in some areas.
Areas rated extreme include:
-

a large concentration of lower elevation forests on private lands and within the
CRA for RMR;

-

lower elevation forests within Greeley Creek, the City’s main water source;

-

private lands, Crown lands and federal lands along the southwestern boundary of
Mount Revelstoke National Park;

-

lower and mid elevation forests along West-side Road and the TCH west of the
City;

-

scattered patches on Begbie Bench and in the mid-elevation forests above
Highway 23S; and

-

BC Hydro’s transmission lines, where concentrated fuels from vegetation
management remain on site.

The fuel conditions, fire weather and terrain in the area have resulted in uncontrollable
fire conditions in the past. Two large fires burned most of the forests on the drier west
facing slopes around Revelstoke in the early days of the City. One began in Albert
Canyon in the 1900’s and swept down the Illecillewaet drainage then northward across
the front of Mt. Revelstoke National Park. The other burnt the west slopes of Mt.Cartier
and Mt. MacKenzie to the south of the City in the 1930’s. These areas have regenerated
with relatively young forests that are hazardous fuel types.
During the extreme fire seasons of 2003 and 2006 wildfires ignited high on the slopes to
the east and west of the City. These fires could not be suppressed with aircraft, and the
steep terrain made it unsafe for ground crews. Consequently they burned for several
weeks, with burning logs rolling downhill and spreading the fire to where ground crews
had established fire breaks. Fortunately high winds did not occur during these fires to
drive the flames into developed areas.
Unlike with these fires, during these extreme fire seasons, in the National Parks several
fires became uncontrollable during windy periods, with one fire growing by 40 hectares
in one hour, and another expanding to 450 hectares in one day.
These historic and recent examples illustrate that, even in Revelstoke’s relatively wet
climate, during extreme fire seasons, when high winds occur, there is a significant risk
that wildfires in this area can become uncontrollable and threaten property and lives.

2.3

Suppression Capability

Suppression capability accounts for constraints to fire detection, the proximity to roads
and water throughout the area, timeframe for helicopter and air tanker support and
terrain steepness. There are few issues regarding suppression capability in the project
area based on these criteria.
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Four reasons for concern are:
-

private properties on Begbie Bench and in the CSRD south of the City boundary
sometimes have long, narrow driveways that cannot be accessed with the City’s
pumper truck units as these units require a 20 foot wide access route;

-

on Begbie Bench there are limited water sources that are large enough to refill
the City’s pumper units;

-

large areas in the lower, mid and higher elevations of RMR’s CRA have limited
water sources; and

-

the central portion of Mount Revelstoke National Park has limited water sources.

An additional broader concern is that during past years when high to extreme wildfire
conditions spread across the province, the Revelstoke area has been one of the last
areas of the province to reach this level of hazard. During these times it was not clear
that provincial fire suppression resources, including unit crews, helicopters and air
tankers would be available for local fires. While interface fires are always the number
one priority for BCWMB resources, the potential exists that in an extreme fire year
provincially, provincial resources may all be allocated.
The CWFP Committee asked that the project reflect the situation that has occurred
during extreme fire seasons in the past, when all available air tankers and helicopters
were allocated to other areas and were not available locally. When a one hour arrival
time was used for air tankers and helicopter support the suppression capability for the
area shifts from moderate - high to high – extreme. This increased the wildfire
probability, particularly in the areas with the potential extreme fire behaviour listed above
in section 2.2.
Local experts recognize the wildfire risk from both lightening and human caused fires.
They expect to be able to suppress human caused fires swiftly because of the ease of
detection and ready access to most areas where human caused fires are likely to
originate. Consequently they identify the greatest risks to the community from a lightning
caused fire that ignites in steep terrain where it cannot be easily suppressed (as with the
fires in 2003 and 2006), and it is accompanied by high winds which fan the fires into
uncontrollable behaviour and move it towards developed areas.

2.4

Wildfire Probability Ratings

Figure 7 (see next page) shows the wildfire probability ratings that result from the
overlapping of the ignition probability, potential fire behaviour and suppression capability
mapping described above. There are extensive areas rated as high probability in every
direction around the community, with the exception of to the south west, where there are
scattered patches of forests rated as high probability. This rating is consistent with the
perspective of Archie McConnachie, a project team member who was responsible for
wildfire protection in this valley for several decades. In Archie’s view, the probability of a
wildfire threatening developed areas in Revelstoke is ‘not if, it’s when’.
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Figure 7. Wildfire probability ratings for Revelstoke and area.
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This high wildfire probability is due largely to the distribution of fuel types classified as
C2, C3 and C4 that have the potential for extreme wildfire behaviour. This signals the
need for fuel management where these fuel types occur near essential infrastructure and
developed areas.
The reservoir drawdown zone, known locally as ‘the flats’, are rated as moderate in
Figure 7. Local wildfire experts identify a high wildfire probability in the early spring, after
the snow melts and before the grass greens up, when the grass from the previous year
is tinder dry and recreational campfires have often started large fires in the past.

3.0

Community Values and Wildfire Consequences

These components of the assessment evaluate potential wildfire consequences in the
area based on community values. The CWFP Committee worked with the project team
to assign the weightings listed in Table 1 (see next page) for the five components used
to define potential wildfire consequences.

3.1

Urban Interface

The Columbia Park, Central, Southside and Arrow Heights neighbourhoods are ranked
with the highest consequences because of the concentration of buildings and
infrastructure. Big Eddy, Begbie Bench, pockets of development in South Revelstoke
and the RMR base area are ranked lower because of lower building and infrastructure
density.

3.2

Air Quality

Air quality impacts would be highest on the eastern side of the City, on the lower slopes
of Mount Revelstoke National Park, as well as to the west of the City into the TCH/CPR
corridor and across the northern portions of Begbie Bench. Lower elevation areas will be
most susceptible.

3.3

Visual Quality

Based on viewpoints in the City and from RMR, most of the project area is visually
sensitive. Only the south and north eastern corners of the project area are not visible
from these viewpoints. Visual quality was considered important to the community in part
because of the growing outdoor forest based recreation which many businesses and the
local economy depend on.
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COMPONENT
Urban
Interface

Subcomponent

Subcomponent
Weight

Recreation/Tourism Use

10%

Interface

60%

Infrastructure

20%

Slope Stability

10%

COMPONENT
Weight

50%
Visual Quality

Existing Visual Quality

100%
10%

Air Quality

Proximity to Population Centres

30%

Smoke Production Potential

20%

Smoke Venting Potential

30%

Monthly Smoke Venting Potential

20%
5%

Water Quality

Community watersheds & water
intakes

100%
20%

Ecosystem
Integrity

Red and Blue listed species
habitats/ecosystems

60%

Old Forest

10%

Identified wildlife habitats

30%
15%
100%

Table 1. Relative weighting of wildfire consequence components.

3.4

Water Quality

The Greeley watershed east of the City is the primary water source for the community.
Higher elevation portions of the watershed are within the project area. Hamilton and
Bridge creeks are alternative water sources for the City. These watersheds span private
land, Crown forests and National Park forests north of the TCH on the east side of the
City. Dolan creek is also a community watershed that has served the Big Eddy
neighbourhood, though this area is now supplied by a well. There are also several water
intakes throughout the area, particularly on Begbie Bench and South Revelstoke.
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3.5

Ecosystem Integrity

Ecosystem integrity ratings account for habitat for red and blue listed species, old forests
(greater than 140 years old) and habitat for identified wildlife species. Based on these
criteria, the area north of the TCH is rated extreme to moderate due to mountain caribou
habitat, old forests and ungulate winter range. The grasslands in the drawdown zone are
rated moderate because of the habitats they provide for red listed species, primarily
birds.

3.6

Wildfire Consequence Ratings

The resulting wildfire consequence ratings for the project area are shown in Figure 8
(see next page). Areas rated as high consequence include:


Central, Columbia Park and portions of the Southside neighbourhoods;



Critical infrastructure including the City’s water and sewer systems, the hospital,
schools, airport, industrial centres and some aspects of RMR’s infrastructure;
and



Bridge Creek watershed which is a back-up community watershed for the City
within Mt. Revelstoke National Park within caribou habitat and the City’s
viewscape.

4.0

Wildfire Risk Assessment Findings

The wildfire risk rating map shown in Figure 9 (see page 28) illustrates the combination
of the wildfire probability and consequence ratings.
The resulting risk ratings are described based on the combination of the probability and
consequence of wildfires in an area. For example, the downtown residential
neighbourhoods such as Columbia Park, Central Revelstoke, and parts of Southside ,
where fuel density is low, have a low to moderate probability of wildfire occurring, with a
high consequence if a fire should occur, due to the concentration of buildings and
infrastructure. The Arrow Heights neighbourhood and much of the Big Eddy
neighbourhood also have a low-moderate probability of wildfire occurring, with lowmoderate consequences due to the low density of buildings and infrastructure.
Areas having high to extreme wildfire probability ratings are described below. These
areas require focused attention for actions to reduce wildfire probability through
improved fire preparedness and suppression and fuel management where appropriate.
1. High- extreme probability and extreme consequence - Forests around the
City water reservoirs and the treatment plant.
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Figure 8. Wildfire consequence ratings for Revelstoke and area.
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Figure 9. Wildfire risk ratings for Revelstoke and area.
Note: This map provides coarse scale analysis of wildfire probability and consequence.
Adjustments can be expected based on site specific assessments.
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2. High-extreme probability and high-extreme consequences - Bridge Creek
watershed within Mount Revelstoke National Park due to the forest types that
can exhibit extreme fire behaviour and overlapping community values including
water quality for this back-up community watershed, parks status and several
dimensions of ecosystem integrity.
3. High-extreme probability and moderate-high consequence - Alpine Lane
above Highway 1, parts of the Big Eddy neighbourhood and most of Begbie
Bench. Most of this area is private land, or within Mount Revelstoke National
Park.
4. High-extreme wildfire probability and moderate consequence - Forests
around RMR’s infrastructure and BC Hydro’s transmission lines.
The remaining area of the National Park, portions of the Greeley community watershed,
and lower elevation forests throughout the project area have a high-moderate wildfire
probabilty rating and moderate-low consequence rating.

5.0

Recommendations

This section describes significant risks identified during the assessment, and provides
recommendations to reduce these risks. General recommendations are provided in this
section. Each section defines objectives, outlines the current conditions, then provides
recommendations. Specific recommendations for RMR’s Controlled Recreation Area are
provided in Section 6.
The recommendations in these sections are consistent with the recommendations in the
BC Firestorm 2003 Provincial Review9 and the BC Wildland Fire Management Strategy
(2010)10.

5.1

Infrastructure Protection

Objective: Reduce risk of interruption in services from essential community, provincial
and national infrastructure.

9

http://www.2003firestorm.gov.bc.ca/firestormreport/default.htm

10

http://bcwildfire.ca/Prevention/PrescribedFire/docs/BCWFMS.pdf
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5.1.1

City infrastructure

Current conditions:
-

The community’s main water supply is from Greeley Creek, a designated community
watershed. Portions of Greeley Creek are within RMR’s CRA. BC’s Wildfire
Management Branch is responsible for wildfire suppression for this area.

-

Bridge and Hamilton Creeks are back-up community watersheds. BC’s Wildfire
Management Branch is responsible for wildfire suppression in the lower portions of
these watersheds which are on Provincial Forest lands. The upper portions are
within Mt. Revelstoke National Park where Parks Canada is responsible for wildfire
suppression.

-

The water treatment plant is located in the Greeley Creek watershed. One reservoir
above the TCH near the eastern entrance to the City, with another in Arrow Heights.

Recommendations:
a) Water supply system - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and the Engineering
Department should work together to reduce wildfire risks to the City’s water
supply system, including the treatment plant, power to the plant and the
reservoirs. Fuel management is needed to reduce wildfire risks from hazardous
fuel types (see Section 5.4.1). An alternative power supply may also be needed
to reduce risks.
b) Community watersheds
-

Stewardship Branch of the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations and Parks Canada must recognize the community
watersheds in their Wildfire Management Plans. These plans should
recognize the need for caution in the use of suppression actions that place
chemicals into the water supply, or increase erosion. The City of Revelstoke
should be involved in decisions regarding fire suppression activities in these
watersheds.

-

The City Engineering Department should clarify the future use of Dolan Creek
as a community watershed and if it may be used for community water supply,
this watershed should be included in the wildfire suppression agreement.

No significant wildfire risks were identified for other City infrastructure, including the
sewer system.

5.1.2

Revelstoke Mountain Resort

Current conditions:
-

The City has identified RMR as a priority for community economic development.
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-

Several situations require attention to reduce wildfire risk to resort operations which
the City can be supportive in addressing, such as fuel management and linking with
RAEMP.

Recommendations:
a) Essential infrastructure - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and RMR should work
together to address wildfire risks to RMR infrastructure that is essential to the
continued operation of the resort. More details on fuel management are provided
in section 5.5.

5.1.3

Communication infrastructure

Current conditions:

-

One communications tower is located in a forested area on Begbie Bench and a new
tower has been constructed above Big Eddy and Highway 1.

-

Agencies such as BC Hydro, CPR, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure,
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, RCMP, Revelstoke Fire
Rescue Services and Telus also have communications infrastructure but the location
and risks from wildfires are not known.

-

Wildfires risks to emergency communications infrastructure have not been assessed.

Recommendations:
a) Identify locations - Community Wildland Fire Protection Committee members
should work together to identify and map all important communications
infrastructure. BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
and Parks Canada should highlight this infrastructure in their Wildfire
Management Plans.
b) Reduce adjacent fuels - Where this infrastructure is located in forested areas,
Committee members should inform the operators about the need for adequate
wildfire fuel management. Where this infrastructure is on Provincial Forest Land,
the BC Wildfire Management Branch crews may be available to do treatments.

5.1.4

Transportation infrastructure

Current conditions:
-

The TCH and CPR are national transportation routes that run east/west through
Revelstoke, through forested areas with the potential for extreme wildfire behaviour.

-

It is not known whether there are any wooden bridges on important forest access
roads in the area.
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Recommendations:
a) Communicate with CPR and TCH Ministry - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services,
with support from the BC Wildfire Management Branch and Parks Canada should
communicate the results of this risk assessment to CPR and the BC Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure, highlighting the potential for extreme wildfire
behaviour in forests along the TCH and CPR lines.
b) Adequate protection - CPR and the BC Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure should ensure their infrastructure is adequately protected from
wildfire risks.
c) Wooden bridges - BC Ministry of Forest, Lands and Natural Resource
Management, BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure and Parks
Canada should ensure any wooden bridges at strategic locations are highlighted
on the Wildfire Management Plans for Provincial Forest Lands and National
Parks.

5.1.5

BC Hydro infrastructure

Current conditions:
-

Expensive monitoring equipment is located on the slope to the east of Revelstoke
dam, in a high priority fuel type (C2, C3 or C4 fuel type within 500 metres of
infrastructure).
Recommendations:
a) Manage risks - BC Hydro and Parks Canada should ensure adequate
communications, wildfire suppression and fuel management to manage wildfire
risks to this infrastructure.

5.1.6

Homes and commercial buildings

Current conditions:
-

In the interface areas of the City, and in the Begbie Bench area and south of the City
boundary in the CSRD, homes and commercial buildings abut forested areas.

-

In the Arrow Heights neighbourhood many properties are heavily treed, including
some large tracts that have not yet been developed.

-

It was suggested during the public review that the City consider providing support for
property owners to complete wildfire threat assessments and FireSmart action plans
for their properties, perhaps by hiring a summer student. The project team notes that
there may be liability issues if the City was to undertake these assessments, and
they would need to be completed by qualified professionals to minimize this liability.

Recommendations:
a) Wildfire threat assessments and FireSmart action plans – The City and CSRD
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should explore ways to support property owners to access expertise to complete
wildfire threat assessments and FireSmart action plans for their properties.
b) Subdivision plan review - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services or CSRD Fire
Services should review subdivision design plans to ensure that suitable access
routes exist, that hydrant accessibility is adequate where applicable, and that
interface fire related issues are addressed.
c) Wildfire natural hazard and development permit areas (DPA) – The City should
designate areas of highest wildfire risk to homes and infrastructure within a
wildfire natural hazard area in the Official Community Plan. These areas should
be established as Development Permit Areas requiring appropriate wildfire
mitigation standards such that any construction must adequately address wildfire
risks.
This should include but is not limited to completion of a pre-development fuels
hazard and fire risk assessment by a qualified professional, building standards,
roofing standards, road widths for emergency services vehicles and evacuation,
hydrant placement, landscaping standards and all wildfire related issues that can
be controlled by development. Developers should be required to meet the
recommendations of the assessment to the satisfaction of the qualified
professional.
d) Building setback bylaws - Where homes and businesses are built within 10
metres of the forest edge, the City and the CSRD should consider incorporating
building setbacks into bylaws with a minimum distance of 10 metres when
buildings border the forest interface.
e) Fire retardant roofing - The City and the CSRD should consider requiring the use
of roofing materials within new subdivisions that are fire retardant with a Class A
and Class B rating. They should consider obtaining legal advice regarding the
implementation of building requirements that are more restrictive than the BC
Building Code. While restrictions to rated roofing are not supported in the Code
at this time, there are several communities which have undergone or are
undergoing various processes (e.g., lobbying, legal opinion, declaration of hazard
by Fire Chief) to enact roofing bylaws within their Wildfire Development Permit
areas.
f)

Subdivision road location - Where forested lands abut new subdivisions,
consideration should be given to requiring roadways to be placed adjacent to
those lands between the houses and the forest. If forested lands surround the
subdivision, ring roads surrounding the subdivision should be part of the design.

g) Sprinklers – The CSRD, the City and property owners in interface areas should
be encouraged to purchase sprinklers to protect buildings.
h) Hydrants - Developments should include adequate fire hydrants in strategic
interface locations, or identify fire suppression water sources where hydrants are
not feasible.
i)

Incentives – The City and the CSRD should consider incentives such as
exclusion from a fire protection tax for properties where FireSmart practices are
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implemented.

5.2

Education and Awareness

Objectives:
Expand resident and visitor knowledge and awareness of wildfire risks.
Encourage implementation of FireSmart practices to reduce wildfire risks.
Current conditions:
-

The CWFP Committee has prepared an initial education and awareness plan and the
City has taken some actions to increase wildfire risk awareness and change
behaviours.

-

An effective plan must outline the purpose, methods and desired results of
communication and education in the community. Educational information and
communication tools need to be specific for the target groups (e.g. property owners,
forest recreation users, etc.). To establish effective communication within target
groups, the plan should identify spokespersons who can best establish
communication ties with target audiences and provide the educational information
required.

-

BCWMB maintains a fire danger rating sign with a fire prevention message on Hwy
23N near the RCFC log yard) and just outside Golden for westward travellers. The
Branch is of the view that the fire danger rating signs have limited impact on
changing behaviour, while the prevention signs are supported.

-

Members of the Clearview & Johnson Heights, Arrow Heights, Begbie Bench and
Columbia Park neighbourhoods (north of the tennis courts along the Columbia River)
expressed interest in neighbourhood on-site education sessions on FireSmart
practices. The public also suggested that realtors be included in FireSmart education
and the Farmers Market be used as an education location. It was also suggested the
CWFP Committee should focus education activities during ‘teachable moments’
when fire hazard is high, and particularly when wildfires are threatening other
communities, or are burning within sight of the City.

General Recommendations:
a) Education & awareness plan - The agencies and organizations represented on
the CWFP Committee (City, CSRD, BC Wildfire Management Branch, Parks
Canada, BC Hydro, CPR, RMR, Forest Workers Society) should continue to work
together to enhance education and communication about wildfire risks and ways
to reduce risks. A draft education and awareness plan is provided in Appendix 6
to support implementing this recommendation.
b) FireSmart information - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should continue to
have FireSmart manuals and brochures at the Fire hall to share with interested
property owners, particularly anyone applying for a fire permit in high hazard
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areas. The City Planning, Building and Bylaw Enforcement Department and the
CSRD Fire Services and Development Services Departments should also be
distributing this information with applications and permits in high hazard areas.
c) Web presence - The City and the CSRD should create a prominent webpage
highlighting wildfire risks and risk reduction opportunities. Website information
should include an outline of community wildfire risks based on this report,
Firesmart principles, wildfire related bylaws, and campfire bans and wildfire
danger ratings that are updated during the fire season.
d) Media updates - The City/CSRD should use the Times Review, the Current and
radio station CKCR to communicate fire danger to the community, particularly
during periods of high and extreme fire danger. They should continue to use this
and other local media such as pamphlet mailouts to deliver FireSmart
educational materials.
e) Fire prevention signage - The CWFP Committee should work together to
establish more wildfire prevention signs on Highway 23S, at airport and on
Westside Road.
f)

Fuel management demo areas - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and BCWMB
should complete and maintain the planned fuel management demonstration
areas.

g) Enforcement of forest closures - Provincial agencies should continue to enforce
forest closures to emphasize the seriousness of wildfire risks.
h) Hazards around transmission lines during fires - BC Hydro, the City and CSRD
should jointly work to improve awareness about the hazards of being near
electricity transmission lines during smoky conditions. Smoke increases the
transmission of electrical currents, making it hazardous for people to be near
lines in smoky conditions. Road signs and information for adjacent private
landowners and for forest tenure holders could be considered.
Recommendations for residents:
a) School programs - BC Wildfire Management Branch should continue their current
school education programs, focusing on campfire safety in kindergarten and
FireSmart practices in Grades 3-5. The CWFP Committee should work with the
School District to introduce additional school education, possibly about FireSmart
practices in grade 6-7 (potentially to replace Grades 3-5 sessions) and to
discourage campfire parties in later grades.
Recommendations for property and building owners:
a) FireSmart field workshops – The Committee should host at least one annual onsite FireSmart hazard assessment demonstration to educate building owners
about the hazards that exist on their properties and how to mitigate those
hazards.
Ideally several workshops should be hosted in neighbourhoods where significant
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areas of private lands are rated as having high-extreme wildfire probability,
including Alpine Lane, Begbie Bench, parts of Big Eddy and rural areas south of
the City. Begbie Bench should be one of the first priorities given the high interest
shown by property owners and the CSRD’s commitment to providing FireSmart
education. CSRD should be encouraged to take leadership in this area.
Workshops should also be held in neighbourhoods where property owners have
shown an interest in learning more about FireSmart practices (Clearview &
Johnson Heights, Arrow Heights, and Columbia Park).
b) Recognize FireSmart actions - The CWFP Committee should consider creating a
“FireSmart” sticker program where Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services or BCWFB
members attend residences and certify them as meeting “FireSmart” guidelines.
c) Firesmart show home - The CWFP Committee should investigate the potential
for working with local developers to construct a FireSmart show home or public
building with FireSmart landscaping as a tool to educate and communicate the
principles of FireSmart to the public.
Recommendations for business audiences:
a) Firesmart preparation & planning - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should work
with the Chamber of Commerce to educate the local business community on
FireSmart preparation and planning, particularly businesses that depend on
forest use (i.e., tourism and recreation).
Recommendations for visitors:
a) Fire hazard and restriction posting - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should
encourage the Chamber of Commerce to post the fire hazard daily in their
Visitors Centres. Fire restrictions should also be posted.
Recommendations for recreation area users:
a) Wildfire prevention signage – Work with the Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations to establish wildfire prevention signage at all
recreation sites and trail heads.
b) Fire hazard brochures - The CWFP Committee should approach the
Accommodation Association about funding brochures that explain the fire
hazards in the Revelstoke area and urge care during use of forested areas.
These brochures could be placed at accommodations and recreation supply
stores as well as at trail heads.

5.3

Fire preparedness

Objectives: Ensure agencies, businesses and private land owners are prepared to
respond swiftly to suppress wildfires.
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Current conditions:
-

Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services is responsible for fire protection within the City
boundaries, with the exception of BC Hydro assets (including private lands).

-

The City has a services contract with the CSRD to protect structures within the
portions of CSRD Area B that are within the Revelstoke Fire Protection Area.

-

Parks Canada is responsible for wildfire suppression within Mt. Revelstoke National
Park.

-

The City has a suppression agreement with Parks Canada which authorizes the City
to protect structures at the base of Mount Revelstoke National Park.

-

BCWMB is responsible for wildfire protection including fire preparedness,
communications and fire suppression on Crown forestlands outside the City
boundaries, including areas that are tenured for specific uses.

-

BC Hydro has a client agreement with BCWMB for wildfire protection services for BC
Hydro assets, including its private lands. This agreement applies to the grasslands in
the reservoir drawdown areas.

-

The Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program (RAEMP) have
prepared a Revelstoke and Area Interface Wildfire Tactical Plan.

-

The City Fire Chief, the BCWMB Columbia Base staff and Parks Canada wildfire
specialists are in regular communication about wildfire issues and they have worked
together on the FireSmart demonstration projects on City lands.

-

Responsibility and protocols for wildfire suppression in the following areas require
clarification:
-

the forested areas within Mount Revelstoke National Park along the north
eastern edge of the City where Parks Canada and the City may both have roles;
and

-

forested Crown lands within the City boundary where the City and BCWMB may
have roles, including vacant Crown lands and Crown lands that are ‘occupied’
and have tenured uses (e.g. the Controlled Recreation Area for RMR, areas
tenured for gravel extraction and forest/woodlot licenses).

-

Mutual aid agreements have not been seen to be needed.

-

Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services staff and volunteers take the S100 training
annually.

-

Aircraft fuel is stored by private aviation and backcountry recreation firms at a
number of forested locations on Westside Road and at the Coast Hillcrest Hotel. Fuel
is also stored at RMR. A wildfire could ignite these caches, creating highly hazardous
conditions for firefighters and extreme wildfire behaviour.

Recommendations:
a) Clarify jurisdictions and communications protocols - Revelstoke Fire Rescue
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Services, BCWMB and Parks Canada must clarify and document wildfire
suppression responsibilities throughout the project area. This should also result
in clarification of communication protocols when there is a wildfire in a forested
area in the project area. If the City does have responsibility for wildfire
suppression in all Crown forests within the City boundaries, it may be an option
to enter into a client agreement with BCWMB for fire suppression services for
these areas, as the District of North Cowichan and Nanaimo have in place.
b) Learn from recent interface fires elsewhere - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services,
BCWMB and RAEMP should review debriefs from recent wildfire events in the
CSRD and the Kootenays (e.g. Notch Hill and Springer Creek fires) to learn from
the experiences in these situations.
c) Training - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should continue the annual S100
training should be continued on an annual basis. The following additional training
should be considered: the S215 course (Urban Interface Fire Suppression) and
Incident Command System training should be given to Fire Chiefs and Assistant
Chiefs,
d) Active cross-training - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should work with
BCWMB and Parks Canada to identify opportunities for cross-train their structural
fire fighters in grass and forest fires suppression, including prescribed burning.
e) Annual pre-org meeting - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should meet with the
BCWMB and Parks Canada prior to the fire season to review the incident
command system structure in the event of a major wildland fire. The review
should include designated radio channels and operating procedures.
f)

Wildfire status communications - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should
continue their communication structure with BCWMB and Parks Canada so that
information regarding fires in the region is communicated to the City and area,
and residents, in a timely manner.

g) Business and tenure holders on crown land – BC land management agencies
should ensure businesses operating with agreements in the project area hae
adequate wildfire preparedness to meet the Wildfire Act. Revelstoke Fire Rescue
Services should work with the CSRD and,the Chamber of Commerce to educate
the local business community, particularly businesses that depend on forest use
(i.e., tourism and recreation) on avoiding human wildfire ignitions during their
operations.
h) Fuel cache mapping and communications - The fuel caches within the Protection
Area should be highlighted on the Wildfire Management Plan for the BC Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. Revelstoke Fire Rescue
Services and BCWMB personnel must be knowledgeable about the location of
these caches, and have contact information for the owners in case these caches
become at risk from wildfires.
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5.4

Fuel Management

Objectives:
Minimize debris to reduce wildfire fuels, particularly near infrastructure and developed
areas.
Reduce wildfire fuels (see Figure 10) in forest types with significant continuous ladder
fuels near infrastructure and development to achieve low or moderate wildfire probability
ratings.

Figure 10. Fuel management treatment objectives.

Establish effective community wildfire protection strategic fuel modification breaks to
protect areas where uncontrolled wildfires could have high consequences. Where
possible use existing transportation and transmission corridors as anchors for fuel
modification breaks by widening the area of reduced fuels through fuel management
treatments (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Community wildfire protection fuel modification break anchored to an existing linear
feature such as a highway.

5.4.1

Debris

Current conditions:
-

Development and logging within the project area can create debris accumulations
that elevate wildfire risks.

-

The large pile of recycled wood at the landfill was identified as a potential wildfire risk
during the public input.

Recommendations:
a) Debris management – Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should continue to
monitor developments to ensure adequate debris management. Forest
companies operating within the project area must be especially diligent in their
management of logging debris. Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations should closely monitor debris management by Forest Act tenure
holders within the project area to encourage adequate disposal.
b) Landfill wood recycling – Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and the CSRD should
evaluate the wildfire risks posed by the wood recycling program at the landfill and
take feasible actions to reduce any risks. The location of hazardous fuel types
(see Figure 12) relative to the landfill should be considered in this evaluation.

5.4.2

High priority fuel types and fuel breaks

Current conditions:
-

Some developed areas and infrastructure are located within ‘hazardous’ fuel types
that have the potential for high or extreme wildfire behaviour (i.e. types C2, C3 and
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C4). Figure 12 (next page) maps these hazardous fuel types. High priority fuel types
are hazardous fuel types located within 500 metres of infrastructure or buildings,
which are also shown in Figure 12.
The City’s water system, including the treatment plant and the two water reservoirs
are surrounded by high priority fuel types. At RMR the chairlift, the day lodge and the
maintenance building are also surrounded by hazardous fuel types. The City has
identified RMR as a community economic development priority, making this
infrastructure critical to the community.
This mapping reflects coarse level GIS analysis and air photo interpretation.
Adjustments based on site specific assessments can be expected.
-

Figure 12 shows the areas of hazardous fuel types located on private lands. The City
was not able to provide accurate mapping of private lands so it will be important to
verify land ownership on a parcel by parcel basis at the beginning of each fuel
management prescription process.

-

The local Habitat Officer of the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations Habitat Branch has expressed interest in being involved in fuel
management treatment planning to ensure riparian and other environmental values
are protected.

-

Fuel management treatments differ from timber harvesting and require an
understanding of ecology, wildfire behaviour and treatment response in the local
forest conditions. In the local forest types, the challenge will be to create ‘shaded
breaks’ where enough trees are retained to minimize the amount of sunlight reaching
the forest floor to reduce shrub regrowth and to avoid opening the forest up to
windthrow and drying from increased winds. As large fuel management treatments
have not been prescribed or carried out in the local forest types, it will be necessary
to develop interface fuel management prescription skills in the local forestry
personnel.

-

Fuel treatments are estimated to cost as much as $10,000 per hectare, based on
experience in other areas. In some cases these costs can be offset by salvaging
merchantable timber and firewood, which is supported by the public. As well, the
trees and shrubs in the forests in the Revelstoke area regrow quickly so fuel
treatments must anticipate the need to maintain these treatments over time. This
makes it cost prohibitive to consider doing fuel reduction treatments in all of the
hazardous fuel types in the project area. Fuel management must be targeted to
protect community infrastructure and private developments through FireSmart fuel
management treatments adjacent to these areas, and by creating strategically
located community wildfire protection fuel modification breaks.
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Figure 12. Hazardous and high priority fuel types.
Notes: High priority fuel types are hazardous fuel types (Types C2, C3 and C4) within 500
metres of infrastructure.
This map provides coarse scale analysis of hazardous fuel types. Adjustments based on
site specific assessments can be expected.
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-

The Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM) administers BC’s Strategic Wildfire
Prevention Program11. This program provides funds to local governments for
community wildfire protection planning as well as fuel management prescriptions and
treatments. This funding is contingent on defined levels of funding being contributed
by the local government applicant. The Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) Community
Development Program will fund up to 50% of the local government contribution.
When combined with in-kind contributions, in many cases, these funding sources will
be adequate to fund the needed fuel management treatments. City funds will be
needed to administer and coordinate funding and projects, and in some cases may
be needed to leverage all the funds available from UBCM and CBT.

-

Fuel management in the hazardous fuel types in this area will generate a large
amount of debris. It will not be feasible to leave this debris on site as this will
increase the fire hazard, nor will it always be feasible to chip, remove or salvage all
the debris for timber of firewood. In many situations, pile burning will be the best
alternative. There are very few, if any days in most years when pile burning is
permitted within fire hazard and air quality/venting restrictions.

-

The forested landscape around Revelstoke includes private lands as well as public
lands managed by a number of agencies. The Provincial forest lands are also
tenured to a number of forestry, recreation and communications users. Collective
fuel management and fire modification break planning will encourage all land
managers to work together to locate strategic community wildfire protection fuel
modification breaks and to plan for fuel treatments for high priority infrastructure.

Recommendations:
a) Fuel management prescriptions for high priority fuel types around critical
community infrastructure - The City should apply to the UBCM and the Columbia
Basin Trust for funding to prepare fuel management prescriptions for high priority
fuel types around the City water system and critical infrastructure at RMR (Note:
there are no high priority or hazardous fuel types on City lands). The City, RMR
and the Resort Development Branch may need to formulate a back-up plan if
funding from these sources is unavailable.
Qualified professional foresters (RPF), with a sound understanding of the
ecology of local forests, fire behaviour, fire suppression and interface fuel
management should develop treatment prescriptions. The prescriptions should
be detailed and ecologically based. Prescriptions must include consultation with
any tenure holders, neighbours and resource users to incorporate all interests
and concerns. Any treatments that take place on sloped sites must be prescribed
with consideration given to slope stability. Where slope stability may be an issue,
a Professional Geotechnical Engineer should review the treatment prescription.

11

http://ubcm.ca/EN/main/funding/community-safety/strategic-wildfire-prevention.html
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Prescriptions must include maintenance in anticipation of the rapid regrowth in
local forests.
b) Community wildfire protection strategic fuel modification breaks - The City should
apply to the UBCM and the CBT for funding to identify strategically located fuel
modification breaks that buffer developed areas and infrastructure from wildfire
risks. The design of these areas should incorporate the principles developed by
B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd. in Appendix 7. Prince George has prepared a
similar plan using funds from the UBCM program. The plan should prioritize
treatment of these breaks over time.
This project will require significant coordination to efficiently involve the many
land management agencies and tenure holders with jurisdictions and
responsibilities in the area including the City, CSRD, BCWMB, MFLNRO
Stewardship, Habitat Management and Resort Development Branches, Parks
Canada, BC Hydro, RMR, BC Timber Sales and four Forest Act tenure holders.
As a starting point it will be necessary to involve the personnel from these
agencies and tenure holders in a field based workshop to develop a common
understanding about appropriate prescriptions for local fuel types and ecological
conditions.
Community consultation may be needed to secure community support for the fuel
break locations and treatments.
c) Project coordination - These fuel management projects will require funding from
the City for coordination, including preparing funding applications and reporting
on funds received and liaising with agencies and tenure holders.
d) Fuel treatments - Once prescriptions are completed, the City should apply to the
UBCM and CBT for funding for fuel reduction treatments. These treatments
should be completed as soon as possible to reduce wildfire risks to essential
infrastructure, and create the priority fuel modification breaks.
BC Wildfire Management Branch crews may be able to complete some of the
fuel treatments on Crown forest lands.
Other agencies (BC Hydro, National Parks, etc.) would be responsible for fuel
treatments on their forested lands.
Public education will likely be required to develop public acceptance of pile
burning in less than ideal conditions.

5.4.3

Private property

Current conditions:
-

Hazardous fuel types are located on private property, particularly along Alpine Lane,
in the Westside road area, at RMR and on Begbie Bench.

-

Property owners are unclear about whether they are permitted to burn debris piles
from FireSmart fuel management. The Fire Chief confirms that this is acceptable
under specific conditions, and with a permit from Fire Rescue Services.
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Recommendations:
a) FireSmart workshops - The FireSmart workshops recommended in section 5.2
should include instructions about acceptable conditions for burning debris piles
and the necessary permits.
b) In conjunction with Crown land treatments – As treatments are completed on
adjacent Crown lands, private land owners may contract with the business doing
the treatment to also treat their private lands.
c) Funding support - Investigate ways to support residents reducing fuels, making
homes FireSmart and raising awareness of ignition hazards.
d) Insurance incentives – The City should consider taking a resolution to the UBCM
to lobby insurance companies to create FireSmart premiums for properties that
meet FireSmart principles.

5.4.4

BC Hydro transmission lines and the reservoir drawdown zone

Current conditions:
-

Transmission lines are currently brushed every 5-7 years, creating accumulations of
volatile fuels.

-

Some sections of the transmission lines could serve as fuel breaks if the fuels were
reduced.

-

In the early spring, before green-up, the heavy, dry grass on portions of the reservoir
drawdown zone become fuels for grassland wildfires. The high recreation use of the
drawdown zone, often including campfires, has resulted in grassland fires almost
every year. These fires can damage habitats and threaten infrastructure.

Recommendations:
a) Transmission line vegetation management - BC Hydro’s transmission line rightof-way vegetation management strategy should include consultation with the
community and Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services so that wood waste
accumulations or vegetation do not contribute to unacceptable fuel loading or
diminish the ability of the right-of-way to act as a fuel break.
b) Reduce wildfire threats - BC Hydro should assess the wildfire threats from
transmission lines near developed areas and infrastructure and develop fuel
treatment prescriptions if needed. BC Wildfire Management Branch crews may
be available to carry out treatments.
c) Alternative treatments - The CWFP Committee should work with BC Hydro
transmission specialists to explore alternative fuel treatments. Mulching is
suggested to reduce fuel loading, however terrain limits operation of mulching
equipment and mulching is costly.
d) Drawdown zone fuel management – BC Hydro should explore the use of small
controlled prescribed fires in the high use recreation areas to reduce the risk of
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grassland wildfires.

5.4.5

Forested City-owned properties

Current conditions:
-

Several City parks and properties include forested areas.

-

In 2006, Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and BC Wildfire Management Branch
worked together to reduce the wildfire fuels in Nichol Road Park. In 2010, this fuel
treatment was maintained, and a portion of the forested City lands between the
Thunderbird development and the cemetery were treated. This area will be
completed in 2011.

-

During this project, wildfire threat assessments were completed for all forested City
properties. Forests create a moderate level of wildfire threat in the Big Eddy Park
and the areas around the equestrian grounds south of the Illecillewaet River, which
the City leases from BC Hydro and then sub-leases to the Saddle Club. The Fire
Chief, project team members and the Operations Forester for the Community Forest
Corporation did on-site visits at Big Eddy Park and the forests around the equestrian
area and decided that fuel reduction is not needed in these areas.

Recommendations:
a) Maintain fuel treatments - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and the BCWMB
should continue to work together to reduce wildfire fuels and maintain FireSmart
demonstration areas on City properties.

5.5

Emergency Response and Evacuation

Objective: Ensure community and household capacity and preparedness is adequate to
respond to a wildfire emergency, including community evacuation.
Current conditions:
-

The City and CSRD Area B have a joint Revelstoke and Area Emergency
Management Program (RAEMP) (http://www.revemergency.com/)

-

The community has not tested its emergency evacuation plan and the citizens who
participated in the public input sessions expressed concerns about their lack of
knowledge and readiness about evacuation protocols for Revelstoke and area.

-

Public concerns were raised about emergency communications when many
households are using satellite rather than local TV providers.

Recommendations:
a) Wildfire and evacuation preparedness - The CWFP Committee should invite the
Emergency Management Program Coordinator to review the RAEMP with the
Committee, with particular emphasis on practices related to wildfire events,
communications and evacuations.
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b) Alternative command post locations - The RAEMP should include alternative
command post locations that are not in the valley bottom in case wildfire smoke
does not vent out of the valley. During a large wildfire it is possible that critical
infrastructure within Revelstoke could be severely impacted by smoke. It is
recommended that contingency plans be developed in the event that smoke
causes evacuation of the community’s incident command centres. The City
should co-operate with provincial and regional governments to identify alternate
incident command locations and a mobile facility in the event that the community
is evacuated.
c) Electricity transmission - The City and CSRD should work with BC Hydro to
ensure that electricity transmission infrastructure can be maintained and
managed during a wildfire event.
d) Mock wildfire exercise - RAEMP should be invited to host a mock wildfire
exercise with the City, CSRD, BCWMB, RMR and Parks Canada and other
agencies if relevant to test wildfire preparedness.

5.6

Fire Suppression

Objective: Remove limitations to swift, effective initial attack.

5.6.1

Access

Current conditions:
-

Driveway widths in the CSRD are often not adequate for the City’s pumper units to
get to private structures. Pumper units require a 20 foot roadway.

-

Community organizations, RMR and the BC government continue to develop the trail
networks in the project area. Trail improvements and new construction create the
opportunity for ground access to areas that are otherwise difficult to access and
could provide surface fuel breaks.

Recommendations:
a) Awareness - Communications with CSRD land owners should emphasize this
limitation and encourage driveway widths that permit pumper access
b) Bylaw revision - CSRD Area B Director and Advisory Planning Commission
should consider requiring adequate driveway widths in planning bylaws.
c) Trail standards - Project proponents for trail improvements or new construction
should consider using standards that allow access by suppression crews, at least
on ATVs, but preferably by pick-up truck, where possible and applicable.
Standards should also consider the potential to create surface fuel breaks.
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5.6.2

Adequate water sources

Current conditions:
-

-

Water sources may be inadequate for wildfire suppression and structure protection in
the following locations:
-

on Begbie Bench where the limited water sources are not large enough to refill
the City’s pumper units;

-

large areas in the lower, mid and higher elevations of RMR’s CRA where the few
small streams may not provide adequate flow, particularly during dry periods, to
support ground-based suppression actions; and

-

the central portion of Mount Revelstoke National Park where the few small
streams also may not provide adequate flow, particularly during dry periods, to
support ground-based suppression actions..

Begbie Bench property owners recognize this limitation and have initiated
discussions about creating additional water supplies.

Recommendations:
a) Begbie Bench - CSRD should work with Begbie Bench property owners.to create
adequate water sources to refill the City’s pumper units.
b) RMR and the National Park - Stewardship Branch of the MFLNRO and Parks
Canada should ensure their Wildfire Management Plans address the potential for
limited access to adequate water supplies for ground-based wildfire suppression
in these locations.

5.6.3

Initial attack capacity

Current conditions:
-

BCWMB has five three person initial attack crews and two 20 person unit crews with
a full complement of wildfire suppression equipment working from the Columbia
Protection Base at the airport. These crews are dispatched provincially and may not
always be available locally during extreme wildfire seasons.

-

Parks Canada has 1 initial attack crew and 10 sustained action fire fighters with a full
complement of wildfire suppression equipment distributed among 3 equipment
caches; 1) lower Mount Revelstoke; 2) Rogers Pass in (Glacier National Park; 3) and
at the Columbia Protection Base at the airport.

-

Parks Canada has access to national initial attack services. In 2009 Parks Canada
brought in these resources to fill the gap that resulted when local initial attack crews
were deployed elsewhere.

-

BCWMB and Parks Canada have an agreement which allows each agency to
support one another in fire suppression activities.
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-

Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services has a complement of wildland firefighting
equipment at the Fire Hall. They also have a ‘bush truck’ with foam capabilities for
accessing narrow road sites. The department is seeking funding to add an ATV with
a trailer for wildfire suppression and other emergency services where access is very
limited.

-

During extreme wildfire seasons, the wildfire risk in the Revelstoke area becomes
extreme later in the year than in other areas of the province. This can leave few initial
attack resources in the community to fight local fires, and make it difficult to access
air tanker and other supports as these provincial resources are deployed elsewhere.

Recommendations:
a) Cooperation - Continue the cooperation between the Revelstoke Fire Rescue
Services, BCWMB and Parks Canada to address wildfire risks, with the intent to
retain adequate initial attack capacity near the community.
b) City initial attack capacity - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should explore their
initial attack capacity given the potential for limited access to provincial resources
in extreme wildfire conditions. Securing one helicopter with a bucket in town
during high/extreme danger rating, with access to adequate ground crew support,
is suggested, if this is not cost prohibitive.
c) Alternative resources - BCWMB should explore using alternative resources within
the community during provincial fire flaps.

5.7

Post Fire Response – Rehabilitation Planning

Objectives: Be prepared to swiftly implement rehabilitation treatments in ecologically
sensitive areas if needed after a wildfire.
Current conditions:
-

The Community Watersheds and several areas of steep slopes are at moderate-high
risk to wildfires. If a wildfire were to occur in these areas and exposed mineral soils,
these soils would be highly erodible, with possible implications to water use and
aquatic ecosystems.

-

There is a very short timeframe to implement rehabilitation treatments after the fire
season, before the fall rains start. None of the land management agencies have
rehabilitation plans to support rapid action if needed.

Recommendations:
a) Pre-planning - The Stewardship Branch of the MFLNRO and Parks Canada
should develop plans for post fire rehabilitation in the Community Watersheds
and areas of steep slopes that considers the procurement of seed, seedlings and
materials required to regenerate an extensive burn area (1,000-5,000 ha). The
opportunity to conduct meaningful rehabilitation post fire will be limited to a short
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fall season (September to November). The focus of initial rehabilitation efforts
should be on slope stabilization and infrastructure protection. These issues
should form the foundation of an action plan that lays out the necessary steps to
stabilize and rehabilitate the burn area.

6.0

Revelstoke Mountain Resort

6.1

Background

Mt. Mackenzie has long been a recreational area for Revelstoke residents. In addition to
downhill skiing, the roads and trails on the mountain were used historically for hiking,
mountain biking, dirt biking, ATVing and horse riding.
The Master Plan for Revelstoke Mountain Resort (formerly Mt. MacKenzie Resort)12 was
approved by the province in 2003, along with a Master Development Agreement and
Controlled Recreation Area (CRA) tenure covering 4,162 hectares. This provides the
resort with the legal authority to occupy and develop Crown Land in an orderly and
phased manner consistent with the Resort Master Plan.
The Master Plan envisions that the mountain development will offer recreational
activities during all seasons, including approximately 110 ski/snowboard trails (with a
total area of 665 hectares), 25 lifts, a network of multi-use trails, a golf course and 4 on
mountain guest service facilities. Construction of 16,600 bed units in hotels,
condominiums, townhouses and private residences was approved.
Schedule 1, Conditions of Tenure within the Master Development Agreement outlines
wildfire related responsibilities including the resort being in accordance with applicable
wildfire legislation. Under this Schedule, considerations should be given to the provision
of water; fuel modification and stand conversion; site layout and design, incorporating
hiking trails and access trails as fuel breaks, guards and fire access corridors;
preparedness planning; strategic placement of equipment caches and sump site; and
showcasing a “FireSmart” community.
As shown in Figure 13 the CRA encompasses the southeast edge of the City and the
Protection
Area.

12

http://www.jti.gov.bc.ca/resort_development/docs/approved_plans/Revelstoke_Mountain/Revelstoke_Mount
ain_1.htm
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Figure 13. Revelstoke Mountain Resort Controlled Recreation Area and infrastructure.
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Following the Master Plan and Master Development Agreement approval, the City of
Revelstoke amended its Official Community Plan13 to direct development at the resort.
Under section 5.0 POLICY AND LAND USE DIRECTIONS, section 5.1 Overall Resort
states:
‘.16 When development occurs within forested areas the Resort should
incorporate protective measures that shall reduce the risk of forest fires
such as possible fuel mitigation and the Fire Smart program. These
measures can be effectively introduced as part of considerations at zoning
or development permit area designation (in appropriate circumstances)
and should comply with the Forest Act and applicable practices and
codes.’
A specific Development Permit Area (currently numbered H) was created for the Resort
lands. There are no specific requirements related to wildfire in the Development Permit
Area policies or permit requirements.
Since 2004 RMR has invested millions in ski infrastructure and base development
including a gondola lift and a chair lift as well as expanded the ski trails serviced by
these lifts. They have completed extensive renovations and upgrades to the day lodge
located above the base area. In addition to the gondola, the base area now has two
completed commercial/ condominium buildings, with a third near completion. As well,
several high end private homes have been built in subdivisions between the base and
the day lodge. This infrastructure is shown in Figure 9,
RMR mountain ski operations run from December to April, with construction ongoing
through the summer months when trail glading and other activities occur. RMR has
considered initiating a summer program every year, but this has not been feasible yet.
There is some informal use of the trail network during the summer months by hikers,
mountain bikers and ATV riders. RMR is permitted to limit recreation use for safety
reasons, to protect assets or when environmental damage is occurring.
The resort has not announced any future expansion plans for operations or
development.

Jurisdictions Relevant to Wildfire Management14

6.2

Four agencies have jurisdictions relevant to wildfire management on the RMR CRA:


13

The Resort Development Branch of the Ministry of Forests, Lands and

City of Revelstoke Official Community Plan Appendix 2

14

BC Wildfire Management Branch is in the process of clarifying local government jurisdiction for wildfire
suppression. This section will be revised to reflect any changes that are received before the project is
completed.
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Natural Resource Operations administers Land Act and Forest Act tenures
within CRAs throughout the Province of BC. The Minister has the responsibility to
administer and manage the timber within designated CRAs under the Resort
Timber Administration Act (RTAA). Initial GIS analysis completed by the Resort
Development Branch in 2009 indicates that the fire threat risk is high on many
resorts within CRAs on Crown Land in BC. Catastrophic fires affecting resorts
could impact some of the province’s tourism priorities.
As well, many ski resorts in BC are expanding their recreational activities into the
summer months, as RMR plans for in the future. There is a demand for more “all
season” activities such as golfing, mountain biking and hiking. This is especially
important to resorts that may experience low snow years or shortened ski
seasons. Consequently it is expected that the level of recreational use within
CRAs will likely increase during the wildfire season. This may increase the
chances for human caused fires. Most CRAs have millions of dollars in
recreational improvements (i.e. ski lifts, bike trails/courses) on Crown Land as
well high value properties and infrastructure on adjacent private land that could
be put at risk from wildfires. As well, wildfires in areas with high recreation use
create challenges for emergency response and evacuation.
The Resort Management Branch has been contracting the completion of Resort
Wildland Fire Protection Plans to assess the interface wildfire hazard ratings in
and around the CRA and provide recommendations on how hazards can be
reduced to low and moderate levels. These plans contribute to protecting public
safety, recreational improvements/infrastructure and interruption-free all-season
recreational use.


The BC Wildfire Management Branch of the Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations is responsible for wildfire suppression on the
Crown lands outside of the Revelstoke Fire Protection Area, including the Crown
lands within the CRA. They are also responsible for fire suppression on vacant
crown lands within the municipal boundary and all Crown lands in the Protection
Area outside of the municipality.



Columbia-Shuswap Regional District is the local government authority that
could apply for fuel management prescription and treatment funds from the Union
of BC Municipalities for Crown forest lands in the CRA outside of the Protection
Area.



City of Revelstoke Planning, Building and Bylaw Enforcement Department are
responsible for development planning and construction enforcement within the
municipal boundary.
Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services are responsible for fire suppression on all lands
except vacant Crown lands within the portion of the CRA within the City
boundary. Fire Rescue Services is also responsible for structure protection on
CSRD lands within the Protection Area.
The City is the local government authority that could apply for fuel management
prescription and treatment funds from the Union of BC Municipalities for City and
Crown forest lands within the Protection Area for and areas outside the
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Protection Area that create a wildfire risk in the community.

6.3

Wildfire risk assessment

Section 1.4 of this report describes the Wildfire Risk Assessment Methods used in this
project. Fire weather data, fuel type data collected in the field and available GIS data
were used to generate a wildfire risk assessment that spatially rates risk across the
landscape. The subcomponents and components used to develop the spatial risk ratings
are outlined in Section 1.4. Sections 2, 3 and 4 summarize findings for whole project
area for wildfire probability, community values and wildfire consequence, and the final
wildfire risk ratings, respectively.
This section summarizes these findings for the RMR CRA.

6.3.1
•

Wildfire probability

Probability of ignition

There have been 17 fires in the CRA that have required initial attack since 1950. The
ridge on the north side of Mt. Mackenzie is the only location where fires originating from
lightning strikes have required initial attack action. There are several areas just outside
the western edge of the CRA where human caused fires have been started, mainly
within the reservoir drawdown area. Increasing summer outdoor recreation use by the
public as well as visitors as the resort develops is expected to increase human caused
fires within the CRA.
As most of the CRA is currently forested, the ignition potential (likelihood that a match
dropped during the 90th percentile fire weather conditions will ignite a fire) is extreme.
These factors lead to a moderate probability of ignition across the CRA, with the
exception of the alpine areas where the potential is low.
•

Potential fire behaviour

This component is based on the fuel typing, fire weather and topography of the area. In
most of the forested areas within the CRA, the forest types have heavy fuel loading, with
contiguous ladder fuels from the ground to the tree crowns, and they are on steep
slopes. Consequently, during 90th percentile fire weather conditions, potential fire
behavior is rated at very high to extreme. This is the result of very high probability ratings
for the three subcomponents as follows:
-

fire intensity is rated as extreme, indicating uncontrollable conditions;

-

rate of spread is in the highest rating, at >40 metres/minute; and

-

crown fraction burned is in the highest rating at > 50%.

The CRA has the largest area with contiguous forests with high to extreme potential fire
behavior ratings within the project area, making it a priority for wildfire risk reduction. As
well, tree falling to put in lifts and glading to create ski runs has left ribbons of debris
along the lift lines and ski runs, which can be highly volatile until they begin to decay.
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•

Suppression capability

Suppression capability accounts for constraints to fire detection, the proximity to roads
and water throughout the area, timeframe for helicopter and air tanker support and
terrain steepness. Findings relative to the CRA include:

-

A small area above 2000 metres on the northeast corner of Mt. MacKenzie,
where detection can be difficult following storm events, is not forested so does
not cause a concern.

-

A large area in the northeast portion of the CRA, and a smaller area in the
southeast, stretching from low to high elevations are greater than 300 metres
from water sources.

-

Patches of steep terrain (40%+) exist throughout the CRA, with continuous areas
of very steep slopes (>60%) at mid-elevations in the north to northwest portions
of the CRA. These slopes will limit access for ground crews and create
challenges for aerial attack, as occurred with the fire on these slopes in 2003.

-

A significant area in the very southwest corner of the CRA does not have road
access.

The combination of these sub-components results in a moderate-low suppression
capability for the CRA.


Wildfire probability rating

Most of the CRA is rated as having high wildfire probability, with areas at higher
elevations rated as moderate.
The CRA has the most challenging fire suppression conditions in the project area, with
limited water sources, steep slopes and lack of road access across substantial areas, as
well as forests with extreme potential fire behaviour. These conditions signal the need
for aggressive wildfire risk reduction.
These conditions are exacerbated by the concern that provincial fire suppression
resources such as air tankers, helicopters and unit crews may not be readily accessible
to Revelstoke during province-wide extreme fire conditions. As described in Section 3.3,
when a one hour arrival time was used for air tankers and helicopter support, the wildfire
probability for the CRA shifts to extreme-high with some areas of moderate probability.

6.3.2
•

Values and wildfire consequences

Urban interface

RMR is in the early stages of its development. Urban interface subcomponents that now
exist within the CRA include:
-

recreation trails, including roads, up the front face of the mountain;

-

ski infrastructure including the day lodge on the lower slopes of the mountain, the
gondola from the base, the quad chair in the north bowl and on-mountain service
buildings including the maintenance shop;
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-

development density at the base rated at 11 to 50 structures/sq. kilometre,
including two condominium/commercial buildings and several high end private
homes within two development areas planned between the base and the day
lodge,

Patches of steep terrain (40%+) exist throughout the CRA, with continuous areas of very
steep slopes (>60%) at mid-elevations in the north to northwest portions of the CRA.
Lower slopes in these very steep areas have the potential to impact infrastructure or
interface below.
These factors result in a moderate – low consequence rating around the development at
the base and a low-moderate rating around the on-mountain infrastructure.
•

Visual quality

The face of Mt. Mackenzie, in the centre portion of CRA, is visually sensitive based on
viewpoints in the City and from RMR.
•

Air quality

The air quality consequence rating is low – moderate at mid to higher elevations and
moderate to high at lower elevations in the northeast corner of the CRA, where smoke
will accumulate.
•

Water quality

High elevation portions of the Greeley watershed, which is the primary water source for
Revelstoke, are just within the far northeast corner of the CRA. There are also several
domestic water intakes within the benchlands in South Revelstoke. These areas are
rated as extreme consequence for water quality.
•

Ecosystem integrity

Three areas within the CRA have ecosystem consequence ratings:



-

a small area of habitat for blue-listed species near Williamson Lake creates a
moderate consequence rating;

-

ungulate winter range in the low elevations on the western edge of the CRA have
a low consequence rating; and

-

areas of old forests in the northeast arm of the CRA have a negligible
consequence rating.

Consequence rating

The relative weighting of each of the consequence components is described in Section
3. The resulting consequence rating based on this weighting is moderate for areas
around infrastructure and buildings at the base and on the mountain. The remainder of
the area is rated low.
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6.3.3

Wildfire Risk Ratings

The resulting wildfire risk ratings for the RMR CRA are illustrated in Figure 14. The base
area and areas around infrastructure on the mountain are rated as high – moderate
probability and moderate consequence. The remaining area is rated as high probability
and low consequence in the mid elevations on the west face of Mt. Mackenzie and a mix
of high and moderate probability and low consequence in the higher elevations of Mt.
Mackenzie and the northeast arm of the CRA. Most of this area is Crown land, with a
small area of private land within the current development at the base. Over time the
resort management plan includes application for development on some of the Crown
forest lands upslope from the base.
These risk ratings signal the need for RMR and the BC Resort Development Branch of
the MFLNRO to make wildfire risk reduction a priority to protect existing infrastructure,
and the need for wildfire protection to be top-of-mind in planning new infrastructure. The
City has identified RMR as a community economic development priority, making the
existing infrastructure critical to the community.

6.4

Recommendations

6.4.1

Development protection

Objectives: Design and implement developments to facilitate wildfire protection.
Current conditions:
-

RMR has established the gondola base and two condominium and commercial
buildings at the base of the mountain, which is hydrant protected.

-

Fire protection response to the larger resort base land structures will be generally
good with exception to the areas with hammer head terminations.

-

Road networks are not all looped or connected and the hillside subdivisions are
designed without year round secondary access. Roadway designs into the first
phase subdivisions are considered lengthy and utilize cul-de-sac terminations.
Response into the resort residential subdivisions using larger type fire vehicles may
be restrictive.

-

High end private homes are located in developments at the base. The subdivision
building design of the ski resort features wood structures and building materials that
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Figure 14. Wildfire risk rating for RMR Controlled Recreation Area.
Note: This map provides coarse scale analysis of wildfire probability and consequence.
Adjustments can be expected based on site specific assessments.
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in some instances may or may not conform to Fire smart principles. Mandatory
residential sprinkler requirements are not employed.
-

A covenant is in place requiring that the residential development in the Monashee
Estates meets FireSmart requirements. There is no covenant or requirements for the
Mackenzie Landing development area. Consequently defensible space and planting
schemes are yet to be witnessed as construction in the first subdivision is still in the
initial stages. As well, the development permit for the Tangiers townsite, a 24 unit
townhouse development on Camozzi Road, requires ‘…consideration of Fire Smart
principles and abatement methods shall be incorporated in the site design…’. See
locations of these areas on Figure 9.

-

The day lodge, located above the base, is not hydrant protected and utilizes a ten
(10) thousand gallon cistern for domestic water, with 2 wells – one above the lodge
and another in the parking lot. These water sources may not be adequate if the lodge
were to catch fire. As well, there are no readily available large diameter connections
for fire engine or fire tender use at the day lodge.

-

One quad chair is located in the northern bowl of the CRA. Additional ski
infrastructure is planned over time.

-

The City’s water treatment plan is just within the north east edge of the CRA.
Recommendations:
a) Road networks - In future developments RMR and the City Planning, Building
and Bylaw Enforcement Department should ensure road networks are designed
with no ‘pinch points’ – that there are at least 2 ways out, particularly in
developed areas – and they are wide enough for emergency service vehicles.
b) Day lodge water access - RMR and the Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should
explore alternative water supply options for fire protection at the day lodge and
implement the most feasible option. In particular, whether the cistern could be
used to supply outside sprinklers to protect the day lodge from a wildfire should
be evaluated.
c) Awareness - RMR should continue to educate home and lot owners about
FireSmart practices, particularly in the first phase development where Firesmart
practices are not included in the covenant for these properties.
d) FireSmart covenants - City Planning, Building and Bylaw Enforcement should
closely monitor and enforce the FireSmart aspects of the covenant on the
remaining development areas and ensure similar covenants or other
requirements are included in future development approvals. Resort Development
Branch should consider including FireSmart covenants as a condition in future
Crown grant land offers.
e) Hydrants - Developments should include adequate fire hydrants in strategic
interface locations, or identify fire suppression water sources where hydrants are
not feasible.
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6.4.2

Education and awareness

Objectives:
Expand resident and visitor knowledge and awareness of wildfire risks.
Encourage implementation of FireSmart practices to reduce wildfire risks.
Current conditions:
-

-

Potential exists for ignitions from construction crews, including from vehicles, ATVs
and machinery. The resort currently posts the daily fire danger rating at construction
sites.
Visitors, home owners and recreation users, including unauthorized dirt biking and
ATVs, could also inadvertently start wildfires. This risk will increase significantly
when a summer program is added.

Recommendations:
a) Fire prevention signage - RMR should establish wildfire prevention signage at
strategic entrances to the resort. These signs should include the wildfire reporting
number.
b) FireSmart information - RMR should continue to have FireSmart manuals and
brochures at their office to share with property owners. This information should
also be distributed at meetings with property owners and at other opportunities.
c) FireSmart demo home - RMR should consider working with one homeowner to
showcase FireSmart building and landscaping practices.
d) Ignition awareness - RMR should provide information at the beginning of every
wildfire season warning crews, visitors, homeowners and recreation users about
the need for extra care to avoid ignitions. These warnings should be refreshed
daily during high and extreme hazards, including continuing to post fire danger
ratings.
e) Smoking restrictions - Smoking should continue to be restricted for summer
construction crews.
f)

Web presence - RMR should create a prominent webpage highlighting wildfire
risks and risk reduction opportunities in the CRA. Website information should
include an outline of wildfire risks at the resort based on this report, FireSmart
principles, wildfire related bylaws, and campfire bans and wildfire danger ratings
that are updated during the fire season.

g) Summer season - Planning for a summer season should include increased
awareness and practices to avoid ignitions including signage and increased
awareness activities as well as smoking bans and area closures during high and
extreme hazard.
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6.4.3

Fire preparedness

Objective:

RMR, agencies and contractors are prepared to respond swiftly to suppress
wildfires.

Current conditions:
-

Extreme fire behaviour in the dense forest types on the mountain is possible,
particularly in the lower elevations where much of the development will occur.

-

The limited water supply in portions of the CRA heightens the need for rapid and
effective initial attack.

-

It is currently unclear whether the City or BCWMB has primary wildfire suppression
responsibility in the forested areas of the CRA within the municipal and protection
area boundary.

-

A portion of the City’s Greeley Creek watershed is within the CRA and there are
watersheds on the mountain that provide domestic water to homeowners below the
resort. In these areas fire suppression activities should the avoid use of chemical fire
retardants and construction of fire guards that expose mineral soils to erosion.

-

Development construction on the private resort lands can be limited by the City
during high and extreme fire danger ratings.

-

Construction on the mountain is completed by RMR crews and contracted
operations. Mountain Operations has a wildfire preparedness plan which includes
smoking restrictions, danger watch and limited operations during high and extreme
fire danger. During active projects each RMR crew has wildfire tools and a cache is
located at a major stream. All RMR crews receive S100 training annually. Contracted
crews are required to meet BC Wildfire Act requirements.

-

RMR has installed a gate on the main access road to limit motorized use to improve
safety and reduce environmental damage. This reduces the potential for ignitions
from motorized use on the mountain during the summer.

-

RMR plans to expand the trail networks in the CRA. Trail improvements and new
construction create the opportunity for ground access to areas that are otherwise
difficult to access for fire suppression and these trails could provide surface fuel
breaks.

Recommendations:
a) Fire suppression responsibilities - RMR should clarify fire suppression
responsibility in the CRA within the municipal and protection area boundary with
Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services and BCWMB.
b) Fire suppression pre-org - RMR should maintain their annually updated Fire
Suppression Pre-Org Plan for Mountain Operations. This plan should include
communications protocols with Revestoke Fire Rescue Services and BCWMB.
The Pre-Org Plan should include initial post-fire mitigation/ rehabilitation plans for
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the watersheds that provide domestic water.
c) Training - RMR summer crews should continue to receive S-100 training
annually. At least 2 crew members should be trained to the S-215 – Wildland
Urban Interface Training.
d) Fire equipment - RMR summer crews must have adequate fire tools on-hand to
meet the requirements of the Wildfire Act. Caches of firefighting equipment
should continue to be maintained at strategic locations on the mountain.
e) Contracted operations – Contract crews must have adequate training and fire
tools on-hand to meet the Wildfire Act, and should have fire suppression pre-org
plan for work in the CRA.
f)

Helicopter support – During province-wide high and extreme fire conditions RMR
should consider having a helicopter and water bucket and adequate ground
crews on standby for initial wildfire attack if needed.

g) Fire suppression water supplies – RMR and BCWMB should explore options to
supply water to areas that appear to be greater than 300 metres from a water
supply. This should include helicopter bucketing, pump and reservoir sites.
h) Mobile snow making equipment - When snow making machinery is purchased, it
should be mobile so it can be used to fight wildfires if needed.
i)

Trail standards - Trail improvements or new construction should consider using
standards that allow access by suppression crews, at least on ATVs, but
preferably by pick-up truck, where possible and applicable, particularly to areas
that are otherwise difficult to access. Standards should also consider the
potential to create surface fuel breaks.

j)

Summer season - Before summer season is implemented, the Mountain
Operations Fire Suppression Pre-Org Plan must be upgraded to reflect the
increased risk of wildfires. This should include identified well-spaced gondola
access points for fire suppression and evacuation.

6.4.4

Fuel management

Objectives:
Minimize debris to reduce wildfire fuels, particularly near infrastructure and developed
areas.
Reduce wildfire fuels in forest types with significant continuous ladder fuels near
infrastructure and development to achieve low or moderate wildfire probability ratings.
Establish effective community wildfire protection strategic fuel modification breaks
around areas where uncontrolled wildfires would have high consequences. Where
possible reduce fuels in forests next to strategically selected gladed ski runs and roads
to create fuel breaks.
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Current conditions:
-

Debris created by development and glading of ski runs can become concentrated,
dry fuels. In September 2009, a report titled Revelstoke Mountain Resort Residue &
Waste Survey Results identified 10 gladed areas covering about 30 hectares and
areas near gondola towers 14, 18, 19, 20 and 15 where piling and burning existing
debris was recommended. The report states ‘The majority of the gondola right of way
has been cleared of any timber or woody debris and poses as a low likelihood of
extensive fire if a source of ignition was provided.’ It is recommended in the report
that ‘more attention is paid to fuel management during glading activities.’
RMR has brushed and bucked/chucked debris from the base up to tower 14 and they
have plans are to complete the remainder of the gondola line as funds permit.

-

The Revelstoke Mountain Resort Residue & Waste Survey Results also identified
active mountain pine beetle activity in lodgepole pine trees on the mountain, with
expectations for red/dead trees by 2010. This report recommends that ‘forest health
(species/mpb) be a parameter in glading harvest specifications.’

-

Forests within portions of the private lands owned by RMR and the Crown forest
lands in the CRA are dense with continuous fuels where wildfires will be difficult to
control during high and extreme hazard conditions. This is especially the case lower
on the mountain, within and above the area where base and residential
developments are planned, and below the day lodge. These forests are on sloped
terrain where fire behaviour can become uncontrollable. RMR has not undertaken
fuel management on the private lands with hazardous fuel types above the base
area because these lands are slated for development, though the timing of
development is uncertain at this time.

-

Currently funds for fuel management in Crown forest lands are administered by the
Union of BC Municipalities with CBT providing funds to meet up to 50% of the
community’s contribution. Only municipal, regional districts and other local
governments are eligible to apply for these funds. The lower slopes of the CRA are
within the City boundary, with the remaining area in the Columbia Shuswap Regional
District.

Recommendations:
a) Reduce debris - The recommendations from the 2009 Waste and Residue
Report should be implemented immediately. Construction debris should be
lopped to the ground to hasten decomposition. Substantial debris accumulations
should be burnt during favourable venting and wildfire risk conditions, in
communications with Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services. RMR could explore a
partnership with a firewood provider to reduce the need to dispose of debris.
b) Monitor construction projects - Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services should continue
to conduct site inspections to monitor potential ignition starts and debris
management on projects within the Protection area. The Resort Development
Branch should continue to monitor these activities on Crown lands.
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c) Protect infrastructure - Fuel reduction should be completed as soon as possible
in high priority fuel types on private and Crown lands shown in Figure 15 (see
next page) where future development is not planned. High priority fuel types are
C2, C3 and C4 fuel types within 500 metres of infrastructure or buildings in the
CRA. RMR is responsible to reduce fuels on their private lands.
d) Fuel management prescriptions for essential RMR infrastructure in Crown forests
– RMR should cooperate with the City and the Resort Development Branch in
applications for UBCM and CBT funds and the preparation of fuel management
prescriptions for high priority fuel types shown on Figure 15 (see next page)
adjacent to essential RMR infrastructure, in areas that are not candidates for
future development. Currently this includes areas at the base and top of the
Revelation Chair as well as around the day lodge and the maintenance building
where equipment is stored.
Qualified professional foresters (RPF), with a sound understanding of the
ecology of local forests, fire behaviour, fire suppression and interface fuel
management should develop treatment prescriptions. The prescriptions should
be detailed and ecologically based. Prescriptions must include consultation with
any tenure holders, neighbours and resource users to incorporate all interests
and concerns. Any treatments that take place on sloped sites must be prescribed
with consideration given to slope stability. Where slope stability may be an issue,
a Professional Geotechnical Engineer should review the treatment prescription.
Prescriptions must include maintenance in anticipation of the rapid regrowth in
local forests.
e) Community wildfire protection strategic fuel modification breaks - RMR should
participate in the identification and treatment of strategic fuel modification breaks
within the CRA. Breaks should be identified on the south and north sides of the
gladed ski area, along horizontal sections of roads and upslope of the area
where development is planned around the base. Fuel modification break design
should incorporate the principles developed by B.A. Blackwell and Associates
Ltd. (see Appendix 7).
f)

Fuel treatments - Once prescriptions are completed, RMR should participate with
the City in applications to the UBCM and the CBT for funding for fuel reduction
treatments within the CRA. These treatments should be completed as soon as
possible to protect essential infrastructure, and to create fuel modification breaks.
BC Wildfire Management Branch crews may be available to complete some of
the fuel treatments on Crown forest lands in the CRA.

6.4.5

Emergency response and evacuation

Objectives: Ensure RMR, homeowner and visitor capacity and preparedness is
adequate to respond to a wildfire emergency, including evacuation.
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Figure 15. Hazardous fuel types in the RMR CRA.
Notes: High priority fuel types are hazardous fuel types (Types C2, C3 and C4) within 500
metres of infrastructure.
This map provides coarse scale analysis of hazardous fuel types. Adjustments based on
site specific assessments can be expected.
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Current conditions:

-

Road networks are not all looped or connected and the hillside subdivisions are
designed without year round secondary access. This may limit speedy evacuation.

-

RMR has an Emergency Action Plan.

-

Communications protocols with the Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management
Program have not been confirmed.

Recommendations:
a) Link to RAEMP - RMR should work with RAEMP to ensure it has adequate
emergency preparedness, evacuation capacity and appropriate communications
protocols with the program.
b) Awareness - RMR should provide information to staff, homeowners and visitors
about emergency preparedness and evacuation protocols.
c) Summer program - Planning for a summer program should include emergency
response and evacuation planning.

6.4.6

Fire suppression

Objective: Remove limitations to swift, effective initial attack.
Current conditions:
-

BCWMB has suppressed fires on Crown lands in the higher elevations within the
CRA. Effective communication with RMR allowed for swift initial attack.

-

RMR owns significant areas of forested private lands at the base and along Camozzi
Road. There have not been any wildfires in the CRA on RMR private lands to test fire
suppression capacity on private forested lands.

Recommendations:
a) Wildfire suppression capacity on RMR private lands – Given the high-extreme
wildfire probability rating and the potential consequences of wildfires on resort
infrastructure, RMR should assess its capacity for initial attack and wildfire
suppression on their private lands, and ensure adequate capacity exists. One
option may be to become a client of the BCWMB.
b) Emergency exercise - RMR should participate in the wildfire emergency exercise
recommended in section 5.5.

6.4.7

Post fire response

Objectives: Be prepared to swiftly implement rehabilitation treatments in ecologically
sensitive areas if needed after a wildfire.
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Current conditions:


With the exception of the steep area below the day lodge and base area, RMR’s
private lands do not include extensive areas with steep slopes or high consequences
where post-fire planning would be needed.

Recommendations:
a) Assess need - Evaluate the need for post-fire planning for the steep areas below
the day lodge and base area and conduct post-fire planning if needed.

7.0

Implementation Priorities

Table 2 below lists the recommendations in this report and indicates suggested priorities
over the next two years. These recommendations are directed to the CWFP Committee
generally. Once locations are identified for the recommended community wildfire
protection fuel breaks, the Community Wildfire Protection Plan should be updated,
incorporating and refining the recommendations from this report. Until the fuel breaks
are identified, it is recommended that the CWFP Committee review these
recommendations and set priorities annually.
With the exception of education/awareness and fuel management, these
recommendations can, for the most part, be implemented by the Committee members as
part of their day to day operations. By accessing the available UBCM and CBT funding,
and partnering with BCWMB to utilize their crews when available, the City should be
able to implement fuel treatments each year. It is estimated that the City will need to
contribute approximately $15,000 per year to administer and coordinate these projects,
leveraging over $100 – 250,000 annually from the other funding sources as well as inkind contributions from the many agencies and tenure holders with responsibilities within
and adjacent to the Protection Area. Additional funding from the City could leverage
more funds to treat additional area each year.
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Table 2. Revelstoke Protection Area community wildfire protection implementation priorities
Highest priority recommendations for the next two years are in bold
Objective: Reduce risk of interruption in services from essential community,
provincial and national infrastructure.
City infrastructure


Address wildfire risks to the City’s water supply system and
community watersheds.
Revelstoke Mountain Resort
-

Address wildfire risks to infrastructure that is essential to the
continued operation of RMR.
Communication infrastructure


Confirm the location and ownership of communications networks
and encourage owners to reduce adjacent wildfire fuels.
Transportation infrastructure


Infrastructure
protection

Communicate wildfire risks to the CPR and the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure and encourage them to ensure
their infrastructure is adequately protected from wildfire.
BC Hydro infrastructure
 Manage wildfire risks to monitoring equipment east of the dam.
Homes and commercial buildings


Explore ways for property owners to access expertise for wildfire
threat assessments and FireSmart action plans.



Review of subdivision plans by Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services or
CSRD Fire Services.



Research and implement feasible wildfire natural hazard area
development permit areas, building setback bylaws and fireproof
roofing requirements as well as road locations in the City which
create fuel breaks in new developments in interface locations.



Identify hydrant or fire suppression water supplies in all
neighbourhoods.



Encourage the CSRD, the City and property owners in interface
areas to purchase sprinklers.



Explore incentives for property owners to adopt FireSmart practices.
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Objectives:


Expand resident and visitor knowledge and awareness of wildfire risks.



Encourage implementation of FireSmart practices to reduce wildfire risks.

General


Agree to and implement an education and awareness plan to guide
and coordinate the efforts of the CWFP Committee members.



Expand FireSmart information distribution.



Expand the wildfire risk and FireSmart resources on the City and
CSRD websites.



Continue media stories during high and extreme fire danger.



Erect wildfire prevention signage at all City exits.



Continue to maintain fuel management demonstration areas.



Enforce forest closures.



Educate forest users about the hazards of being too close to transmission
lines during smoky conditions.
Residents

Education &
awareness

 Continue and expand school education programs.
Property and building owners


Hold at least one annual FireSmart workshop for building and
property owners. Ideally workshops should be hosted in
neighbourhoods that have expressed interest in FireSmart practices,
starting in Begbie Bench, where the CSRD should be encouraged to
take leadership, followed by Clearview/Johnson Heights, Arrow
Heights and Columbia Park.



Explore ways to recognize owners who implement FireSmart practices.

 Create a FireSmart show home.
Businesses
 Educate businesses about wildfire preparedness.
Visitors


Continue to post the fire danger rating and fire restrictions at the
Visitors Centre
Recreation users



Place wildfire prevention signage at all recreation sites and trail
heads.



Work with the tourism sector and local recreation groups to develop
education/awareness materials such as a brochure describing safe fire use
in the backcountry.
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Objectives: Agencies, businesses and private land owners are prepared to
respond swiftly to suppress wildfires.

Fire
preparedness



Clarify jurisdictions and communications protocols amongst
agencies.



Continue and expand wildfire training for Fire Rescue Services staff,
and cross-training with wildfire suppression crews.



Continue the annual pre-organization reviews and wildfire status
communications.



Business with agreements and contracts for operations on Crown
land must meet the wildfire preparedness requirements of the BC
Wildfire Act.



Fuel caches should be mapped and communicated to all wildfire
suppression agencies.



Learn from recent interface wildfires elsewhere.

Objectives


Minimize debris to reduce wildfire fuels, particularly near infrastructure
and developed areas.



Reduce wildfire fuels in forest types with significant continuous ladder
fuels near infrastructure and development to achieve low or moderate
wildfire probability ratings.



Establish effective landscape level fuel modification breaks to protect
areas where uncontrolled wildfires would have high consequences.

Debris


Continue active debris management to reduce wildfire risks.



Fuel
management

Evaluate the wildfire risks posed by the wood recycling program at
the landfill and take actions to reduce any risks.
High priority fuel types and fuel modification breaks


Apply for UBCM and CBT funds to complete prescriptions and
treatments for high priority fuel types - forests with continuous fuels
from the forest floor to the tree crowns located within 500 metres of
essential infrastructure. The first priorities are the City’s water
system and the Revelation base and top, day lodge and maintenance
shop at RMR. Formulate a back-up plan if this funding is
unavailable.



Apply for UBCM and CBT funding to plan, prescribe and treat
community wildfire protection strategic fuel modification breaks
around the community to reduce wildfire risks to developed areas.
Private property


Work with private land owners to identify funding supports and insurance
incentives to expand FireSmart practices.
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BC Hydro


Fuel
management
(continued)

Transmission lines should act as fuel breaks, particularly near
infrastructure. Fuel reduction treatments and alternative vegetation
management may be needed.

 Fuel reduction may be needed in the grasslands in the drawdown zone.
Forested City-owned properties


Continue to maintain fuel reduction where needed based on wildfire threat
assessments. No additional areas require treatment currently.

Objectives: Ensure community and household capacity and preparedness is
adequate to respond to a wildfire emergency, including community evacuation.

Emergency
response &
evacuation



Improve communication between the CWFP Committee and the
Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program, particularly
with regards to communications and evacuations.



A wildfire emergency exercise should be hosted by the Emergency
Management Program.



The Emergency Management Plan should contemplate alternative
Command Posts in case smoke from wildfires eliminates lower elevation
locations.



Electricity supply during a wildfire should be reviewed.

Objectives: Remove limitations to swift, effective initial attack.
Access


Inform CSRD property owners of driveway width requirements for
City fire pumper trucks and consider bylaw revisions to require
adequate widths.



Build new trails to standards that permit access by wildfire suppression
crews.
Adequate water sources

Fire
suppression



Begbie Bench property owners should be supported to create
additional water supplies.



Agencies should ensure they are prepared for ground based wildfire
suppression in areas where water is limited.

Initial attack capacity


Continue agency cooperation.



The City and BC Wildfire Management Branch should consider
arranging for local firefighting resources prior to provincial scale
extreme wildfire conditions.

Objectives: Be prepared to swiftly implement rehabilitation treatments in
Post-fire
ecologically sensitive areas if needed after a wildfire.
response –
Rehabilitation  Agencies should prepare a rehabilitation plan in case there is a wildfire in
planning
the community watersheds.
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The high-moderate wildfire probability and moderate-high consequence ratings for the
RMR CRA signal the need for RMR and the MFLNRO to make wildfire risk reduction a
priority to protect existing infrastructure, as well as for wildfire protection to be top-ofmind in planning new infrastructure and summer activities. Many of the
recommendations to reduce wildfire risks on RMR’s CRA are similar to the Protection
Area. Table 3 below lists the recommendations, highlighting the priorities over the next
two years.
Table 3. Revelstoke Mountain Resort wildfire protection implementation priorities
Highest priority recommendations for the next two years are in bold
Objective: Design and implement developments to facilitate wildfire protection.


Design road networks and locate hydrants that facilitate wildfire
suppression and evacuation.



Enforce existing FireSmart covenant and continue to place
covenants or other planning requirements for FireSmart practices on
private land developments and Crown land sales.



Continue to education home and lot owners about FireSmart
practices.



Implement feasible alternative water supply options for fire protection at
the day lodge.

Development
protection

Objectives:

Education &
awareness



Expand resident and visitor knowledge and awareness of wildfire risks.



Encourage implementation of FireSmart practices to reduce wildfire risks.



Establish fire prevention signage at strategic entrances.



Continue to have FireSmart information readily available at the
resort.



Create a FireSmart demo home.



Create a prominent page on the RMR website highlighting wildfire
risks and risk reduction,



Remind crews, visitors, homeowners and recreation users at the
beginning of each fire season to avoid igniting wildfires.



Continue to restrict smoking during summer construction.



Include wildfire education in planning for a summer season.

Objective: RMR, agencies and contractors are prepared to respond swiftly to

Fire
suppress wildfires.
preparedness


Clarify fire suppression responsibilities within the CRA.
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Fire
preparedness
(continued)



Maintain annual updated Fire Suppression Pre-org Plan for Mountain
Operations.



Continue crew training and tool caches for summer staff and
contract crews.During high and extreme fire conditions, consider
having a helicopter, water bucket and adequate ground crews on
standby.



Purchase mobile snow-making equipment that can be used to fight
wildfire.



Design trails to allow suppression crew access by ATV or truck.



Explore options to supply water for firefighting across the face of the
mountain where water supplies are limited.Upgrade the Fire Pre-Org Plan
before a summer season is implemented to reflect increased risk.

Objectives:


Minimize debris to reduce wildfire fuels, particularly near infrastructure
and developed areas.



Reduce wildfire fuels in forest types with significant continuous ladder
fuels near infrastructure and development to achieve low or moderate
wildfire probability ratings.



Establish effective community wildfire protection strategic fuel
modification breaks around areas where uncontrolled wildfires would have
high consequences. Where possible reduce fuels in forests next to
strategically selected gladed ski runs and roads to create fuel breaks.



Dispose of debris along the gondola line and gladed areas and avoid
creating further elevated debris concentrations.



Construction projects should avoid creating debris concentrations.



Prescriptions and treatment of high priority fuel types that are not
candidates for future development, particularly at the top and
bottom of the Revelation chair and around the day lodge and the
maintenance building.



Identification, prescriptions and treatments for community wildfire
protection strategic fuel modification breaks.

Fuel
management

Objectives: Ensure RMR, homeowner and visitor capacity and preparedness
is adequate to respond to a wildfire emergency, including evacuation.

Emergency
response &
evacuation



Link with Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program.



Inform staff, homeowners and visitors about emergency
preparedness and evacuation protocols.



Include emergency response and evacuation in summer program plans.
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Objective: Remove limitations to swift, effective initial attack.

Fire
suppression



Ensure adequate wildfire suppression capacity for private lands.



Participate in community wildfire emergency exercises.

Objectives: Be prepared to swiftly implement rehabilitation treatments in
Post-fire
ecologically sensitive areas if needed after a wildfire.
response Rehabilitation  Conduct post-fire planning for the steep areas below the day lodge and
planning
the base area if needed.

The climate, fuel types, ecosystems, terrain, jurisdictional complexity and extensive
forest uses in the Revelstoke area create unique wildfire probabilities and
consequences. Local innovative solutions will be required to effectively reduce the
wildfire risks identified in this assessment.
By continuing to work together the CWFP Committee collectively has the capacity to
imagine, plan and implement effective solutions. Continued communication, goodwill and
collaboration will be needed, particularly to identify and implement the strategic fuel
modification breaks, which are essential to protecting the community.
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Appendix 1 – Summary of the Status of Recommendations from
the 2006 Community Wildfire Protection Plan for the City of
Revelstoke
Recommendations

Status

1) To engage a qualified professional such as a
Registered Professional Forester to address
silvicultural treatment issues in the high and moderate
wildland fire hazard zones. This would be implemented
through a pilot fuel management program available
through UBCM.

Could not be done as the
Committee did not support the
fire hazard zone classifications
in the plan

2) Formation of a Wildland Fire Protection Committee for
the City to include representation from the provincial
government, particularly Ministry of Forests, the
Regional District, the Forest Workers Society, BC
Hydro, Department of Highways, CPR, Parks Canada,
and non-government organizations. This group will
address wildland fire protection concerns.

Done with these exceptions:
-

the Ministry of Transportation
has never been a member
CPR has not designated a
new representative

3) Through the Wildland Fire Protection Committee, but in
collaboration with the City Planning Department, to
consider incorporating wildland fire mitigation goals into
the Official City Plan (OCP), as well as to consider
introducing bylaws or ordinances for fire safe building
materials and landscaping in certain locations.

OCP goals - Done – See
Community Goal for Safety and
Emergency Services

4) Through the Wildland Fire Protection Committee, to
discuss restricting motorized access to the Airport Way
floodplain grasslands except for hay removal and
restricting activities to walking to reduce fire potential.
Sign posting the access trails for fire hazard is
recommended. Collaboration with parks and recreation
and conservation groups could take place regarding
the designation of these lands as a wildlife refuge. This
option would reduce access that might in turn reduce
fire starts as well as benefiting wildlife. Prescribed
burns conducted to remove grass in the spring should
be considered provided it does not conflict with wildlife
use.

Restricted access - Not done
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landscaping bylaws/ordinances
– Done for Phase 2 and beyond
at RMR

Fire hazard signs – Not done
Wildlife refuge designation –
Not done
Prescribed burns – Being
considered
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Recommendations

Status

5) Through the Committee and in collaboration with City
Public Works and City Park Departments, to explore
the possibility of a planned network of firebreaks for the
City and the Protection District. Some of these areas
have been shown on the current hazard map but
mapping could be continued over the next 5-10 years
or more. This concept is compatible with the City plan
for a system of greenspace and parks.

Could not be done as the
Committee did not support the
fire hazard zone classifications
in the plan

6) In collaboration with City Public Works and the
Columbia Shuswap Regional District, the Wildland Fire
Protection Committee should review water supply
sources for the municipality at its boundaries and
particularly for the Protection District beyond municipal
boundaries. The creation of several cisterns in key
locations may provide an interim solution for such
neighbourhoods as Begbie Bench and South Airport
Way.

Review – Done by RAEMP in
the Interface Tactical Plan

7) To explore, through the Wildland Fire Protection
Committee, and in particular the with the Regional
District representative, the creation of a wildland fire
educational strategy for the municipality and the
Protection District.

Initiated

8) In collaboration with a qualified professional, to arrive at
an acceptable plan for pruning and spacing treatments
in the high and moderate interface fire hazard areas
using appropriate spacing between tree crowns.
FireSmart currently recommends 2.5 m between
crowns. To work with BC Hydro on a review of hazard
mitigation policy on transmission lines, as well as to
collaborate with Ministry of Forests, Parks Canada,
CPR, Ministry of Highways and large tract property
owners, on a review of systems for maintaining fire
hazard free transportation corridors including
easements.

Could not be done as the
Committee did not support the
fire hazard zone classifications
in the plan
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Recommendations

Status

9) In collaboration with City Planning and Public Works,
the Wildland Protection Committee should work with
developers to resolve issues of fire vehicle access,
woody fuel mitigation, fire safe building materials and
water supply. Creating buffers of 10-20 m about the
perimeters of large properties is encouraged as
appropriate.

Initiated

10) The Committee in collaboration with the Fire
Department and other City Departments should engage
in greater media coverage and enhanced website
postings for wildland interface hazard mitigation.

Initiated with the creation of
demo areas

11) The Committee should consider demonstration areas
as part of an overall educational strategy.
Demonstration areas could be small parcels of land of
approximately one hectare where a treated and nontreated area could be viewed together.

City has created Nichol Road
and Columbia Park demos.

12) The City in collaboration with the Fire Department
should evaluate the need for additional fire protection
including a satellite hall and mutual aid agreements.

Satellite hall is planned for the
resort area.
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been seen to be needed.
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Appendix 2 – Columbia Shuswap Regional District Area B
Official Community Plan
Excerpts related to wildfire protection
11.5.7 It is recognized that all areas within the OCP plan area are generally susceptible
to wildfire risks and development should be consistent with provincial Best
Practices for addressing wildland fire risks. Information is available from the
FireSmart websites: www.for.gov.bc.ca/protect or
www.partnersinprotection.ab.ca .
11.5.8 A general policy strategy for addressing wildfire risks is as follows.
Mapping:
 Work with the Ministry of Forests & Range to develop mapping that clearly
indicates areas that are susceptible to wildfire with the objective of raising
public awareness of potential wildfire hazard conditions and risks.
Qualified Professional Assessment:
 A rezoning application may require an overall assessment of the site for
susceptibility to wildfire (from conditions both on and off-site) prepared by a
professional forester licensed in BC specializing in forest wildfire assessment.
Further detailed information may be required as a result of the assessment.
 A subdivision application may require a detailed report of the site for
susceptibility to wildfire (from conditions both on and off-site) specifying ways
to reduce that hazard. The report shall be prepared by a professional
forester licensed in BC specializing in forest wildfire assessment and using
the methodology supported by the BC Ministry of Forests & Range.
Completion of works that reduce the hazard will be required prior to
subdivision approval depending upon the content of the report.
General Conditions:
 Utilize a variety of wildfire hazard reduction methods such as education,
development evaluation and approvals, development permits, and building
permits. Review and update current practices.
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 Encourage wildfire hazard reduction in a way that is supportive of restoring
the natural environment. Such hazard reduction mimics the natural effects of
localized ground fires that once were common but that human settlement has
removed from the environment. Typical methods including thinning and
spacing trees and vegetation, removal of debris and dead material from the
ground, and removal of lower tree branches.
 Encourage developers to incorporate Fire Smart guidelines into their overall
planning, including opportunities to address emergency access and setbacks.
Research:
 Investigate and implement methods of wildfire hazard abatement to a
moderate level from both a Regional and local perspective.
 Determine methods that will ensure that wildfire hazard reduction works are
maintained in the long term. Investigate methods such as restrictive
covenants, zoning bylaws, subdivision and development bylaws, building
bylaws, and specified area taxation.
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Appendix 3 – Overview of Methods, Databases and Sub-Models for each Subcomponent of the
Revelstoke Wildfire Risk Management System
Component

Subcomponent

Probability Rating

Fire Behaviour

Database/Sub-Model

Ignition Potential

Calculation based on fuel type and fire weather indices

Wildfire Ignition Probability Predictor1

Lightning Caused Fire

Inverse distance weighted interpolation of the number of lightning fire
ignition points (since 1950)

ESRI Spatial Analyst2
GVWD/Ministry of Forests fire records

Human Caused Fire

Inverse distance weighted interpolation of the number of human fire
ignition points (since 1950)

ESRI Spatial Analyst
GVWD/Ministry of Forests fire records

Fire Intensity

Calculation using fire weather, fuel type and topography

Fire Behaviour Predictor 973

Rate of Spread

Calculation using fire weather, fuel type and topography

Fire Behaviour Predictor 97

Crown Fraction Burned

Calculation using fire weather, fuel type and topography

Fire Behaviour Predictor 97

Constraints to Detection

Average elevation above valley bottom of forest inventory polygon

TRIM DEM

Proximity to Water Sources

Buffer distance from determinant streams and lakes

Probability
of Ignition

Overview Method

City of Revelstoke
TRIM

Suppression
Response Capability

Air Tanker Arrival Time

Measured flight time (concentric) from air tanker base

Protection Branch data

Helicopter Arrival Time

Measured flight time (concentric) from hely base

Protection Branch data

Terrain Steepness

Average slope of forest inventory polygon

TRIM DEM

Proximity to Roads

Buffer distance from roads

City of Revelstoke
TRIM
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Component

Subcomponent

Overview Method

Database/Sub-Model

Interface Density

Buffer distance from interface areas

City of Revelstoke

Recreation Use

Parks and 30 m buffer of trails

Provincial spatial data
City of Revelstoke

Infrastructure

Buffer distance of important infrastructures

City of Revelstoke
BC Hydro spatial data

Slope Stability

Based on slopes >60% within 500 m upslope of identified urban interface

TRIM DEM

Proximity to Population

Buffer distance from urban interface

City of Revelstoke

Smoke Production Potential

Smoke production as a function of seral stage

Ministry of Forests

Smoke Venting Potential

Average elevation above valley floor of forest inventory polygon

TRIM

Smoke Venting Index

Smoke dispersion rating based on long-term monthly averages.

GVWD’s Ambient Air Analyst

Visual Quality

Visual Quality

Areas delineated as visually sensitive from local vantage points

ESRI Spatial Analyst

Water Quality

Community
Watershed/Water Supply
Area

Community watersheds and 100m buffer of the water intakes

City of Revelstoke
Provincial spatial data

Red & Blue Listed Elements

Areas containing red and/or blue listed species or ecosystems

City of Revelstoke
CDC data

Old Forest

Spatial dataset created from VRI

Ministry of Forests

Identified wildlife habitats

Ungulate winter ranges and wildlife habitat areas

Ministry of Forests

Consequence Rating

Urban Interface

Air Quality

Ecosystem Integrity

1

FORTester v1.0 (Canadian Forest Service 2002); 2ESRI Spatial Analyst 8.1.2 (ESRI 2001); 3Fire Behaviour Predictor 97 (Remsoft, 1997)
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Appendix 4 - Fuel type descriptions
Tree cover
Fuel Type

Location/
prevalence

BEC
Zone

Species

Spp
%

Maturity

Crown
Closure

Vertical
Continuity

Fire behaviour

Common
above 1300
m./4500 ft.

ESSF

Sx (Ba, Pl)

>80%
conifer

Mature
>40 cm

40-80%

Almost
continuous

Mid volatility - Burn difficulty low
until the Drought Code reaches
400 then there is moderate
potential for active crown fires - in
Aug and Sep with the thermal belt
(use Stan Harvey approach)

C3 - Pure
pine

Uncommon
RMR only

ESSF

Pl

100%
conifer

Mature
>40 com

40-100%

15 – 20 m
base height

Mid volatility

C4 –
Immature
mixed

Common at
all
elevations

ESSF &
ICH

All

Mixed

30 – 60
years

40-90%

Almost
continuous

Highest volatility but weather
dependent – need Drought Codes
400+ to dry herbs/shrubs then with
wind fires may crown

Common
below 4500
ft.

Mainly
ICH

Mainly Hw,
some Cw, Fd,
Pw (Sx), minor
deciduous

Mixed

40-100%

8-10 m
base height

Lower volatility - Drought Codes
400+, wind and low humidity will
create crown fire.??local forests
do not burn as per the FBP??

Common on
west side

ICH and
some
ESSF

Fd in ICH (one
Pl), Sx in ESSF,

~100%
conifer

70-100%

Almost
continuous

Mid volatility – Drought Codes
400+ high temp, low humidity and
a strong wind will produce an
active crown fire. Cedar slash
results in crown fires much faster.

C2 - High
elevation
spruce

C5 - Mature
conifer

C6 Conifer
plantation

<40 cm

little deciduous
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>40 cm

Plantations
5-30 years
without
deciduous
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Tree cover
Fuel Type

C7 – Open
conifer

Location/
prevalence

Uncommon

BEC
Zone

ESSF

Species
Spruce and
balsalm

Spp
%
~100%
conifer

Maturity
Young to
mature

Crown
Closure
20-40%

Vertical
Continuity
4m base
height

Fire behaviour

Low – fuels are not contiguous

Tree cover
Fuel Type

M2 – Mixed
conifer &
deciduous

M2r –
Plantation
with
deciduous
D1 Cottonwood

Location/
prevalence

BEC
Zone

Very
common
along rivers
and creeks

ICH

Common on
west side

ICH and
some
ESSF

Species
Fd, Hw, Cw, Pw
Bi, As (Act)

Fd, Pw, Hw, Cw
in ICH, Sx in
ESSF,
Significant Bi,
As

Valley
bottom

ICH

Act (Bi, As)
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Spp
%

Maturity

Mixed 2575%
conifer or
deciduous

Mixed age

50%
conifer/
50%
deciduous

>80%

Crown
Closure

Vertical
Continuity

Fire behaviour

Almost
continuous

Higher conifer = higher
intensity…??Need to map to
separate 50%+ conifer and 50%+
deciduous??

Plantation
5-30 years
with
deciduous

Almost
continuous

Lower volatility

Mixed age

Almost
continuous

Lowest volatility

conifers
>40 cm
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Conifer >50% = higher intensity

C2 – High elevation spruce

C3 – Pure pine

C4 – Immature mixed
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C5 - Mature conifer

C6 - Conifer plantation

C7 – Open conifer forest
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M2r – Plantation with deciduous

M2 – Mixed conifer & deciduous

D1 - Cottonwood
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REVELSTOKE & AREA COMMUNITY W ILDFIRE PROTECTION PLAN
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Appendix 5 – Wildfire Risk Management System
Can be accessed from the City of Revelstoke Fire Rescue Services Fire Prevention
weblink at: http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/index.aspx?nid=92
Note: The maps can be viewed by clicking on the map titles on the first page. Return to
the first page by clicking on the orange home icon in the top left corner of each
map.
If you print the maps they will not be printed in the order that they appear on the
first page. The order is random and you will need to sort the maps to match the
flowchart on the first page.
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Appendix 6 – Communications and Awareness Plan DRAFT
Note: The content of this plan is based on the City of Revelstoke’s 2010 Communications Planning policy

A. Plan description
Why? – An updated and refined Community Wildfire Protection Plan has been prepared for the City’s Protection Area, which
includes areas outside the municipal boundaries. It identifies wildfire risks originating within 2 kilometers (potential spotting distance
of wildfires of the Protection Area boundary and in portions of RMR’s Controlled Recreation Area.
Wildfire risk levels have been mapped based on the probability of wildfire occurring and the consequences of wildfires in the
community. Wildfire probability factors include historical wildfire ignitions, forest fuel types and suppression capability. Consequences
include potential impacts on essential infrastructure, buildings, recreation areas, air quality, water quality, viewscapes and ecosystem
integrity.
The plan includes a number of recommended actions for the City, the CSRD, property owners and others to reduce human ignitions,
improve suppression capability, reduce wildfire risks to private buildings and homes and reduce wildfire fuels in nearby forests, as
well as other actions. Specific recommendations are included for RMR. Some of these recommendations will need the support of the
community to implement, such as FireSmart bylaws and fuel reduction treatments.
Forest fuel reduction involves removing dead materials, pruning the lower branches and reducing the density of the forest to reduce
the potential of uncontrollable wildfires in extremely dry conditions. Forested areas that are high priorities for fuel reduction
treatments (i.e. within 500 meters of infrastructure or buildings) have been identified in the plan.

What?
The plan identifies 6 key messages for communication and awareness to increase community knowledge about wildfire risks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wildfire risks in Revelstoke – why and where
Avoiding human fire starts
FireSmart practices for private lands
Fuel management treatment purposes, practices and locations on public lands
Emergency preparedness and evacuations
Updates on implementation of the plan

How? The City’s Community Wildland Fire Protection Committee (CWFP Committee) have been working together to implement the
2006 Community Wildfire Protection Plan and it is expected that they will continue to work together to implement this refined plan.
This committee including representatives from the CSRD; Wildfire Protection, Stewardship and Resort Development Branches of the
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of the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources; BC Hydro; Parks Canada; RMR; Revelstoke Forest Workers Society;
and Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program as well as a citizen representative.

Where? This plan applies to the Revelstoke Protection Area and portions of RMR’s Controlled Recreation Area. (See report Figure
1)

When? Communication and education about wildfire risks and fuel reduction treatments has been ongoing in the community for
several years. BC Wildfire Management Branch does school programs annually and has done door-to-door information distribution.
During 2009 and 2010 the City involved residents in the planning for fuel reduction treatments in Nichol Road Park and the area west
of the cemetery in Columbia Park.
Communications and awareness will begin with the review of the draft plan in May. This plan recommends activities that should be
conducted at a number of key points in time: 1) annually to maintain awareness and update the community about implementation of
the plan, 2) when the fire danger rating is above moderate and 3) when fuel reduction treatments are being planned and
implemented.
The City’s CWFP Committee should review the effectiveness of its communications activities each year and revise this
communications plan annually before April, when the fire season starts.
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B. Communication and Awareness Action Plan
1. Annual awareness
Audiences

Key messages

Timing

Methods/Materials

Who will do?

Spokesperson(s)

All

All

Ongoing

CWP page on the City
website with link from
15
CSRD site

Fire Chief and
CSRD

N/A

City Council
and staff

1. Wildfire risks

At start of
fire season

Briefing report to Council

Fire Chief

Fire Chief

CSRD and staff

1. Wildfire risks

At start of
fire season

Briefing report to Loni and
CSRD Fire Services
Coordinator

Fire Chief

Fire Chief

6. Update on plan
implementation

6. Update on plan
implementation

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

15

This website should include the CWP Plan (ideally for on-line viewing and as a PDF), links to following websites: BC Wildfire Management
Branch fire danger rating (http://bcwildfire.ca/Weather/Maps/danger_rating.htm), Partners in Protection www.partnersinprotection.ab.ca
(http://www.partnersinprotection.ab.ca/index.php) ,homeowner Firesmart manual (http://www.pssg.gov.bc.ca/firecom/pdf/homeownerfiresmart.pdf) and the joint BCWMT/Union of BC Municipalities fuel management (https://ground.hpr.for.gov.bc.ca/), Revelstoke and Areas
Emergency Management Program (http://www.revemergency.com), /prescriptions and background information on fuel treatment projects, and an
annual plan implementation summary.
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Audiences

Key messages

City
Environment
Committee

1. Wildfire risks

All

1. Wildfire risks

6. Update on plan
implementation

6. Avoiding human
ignitions

Timing

Methods/Materials

Who will do?

At start of
fire
season

Brief presentation at
regular meeting

At the
start of
the fire
season

School programs

BCWMB

Newspaper article

Fire Chief

Fire danger rating in
regular spot in
newspapers

Fire Chief

Keep prevention signs
on TCH east

BCWMB

16

Add preventions signs
on Highway 23N, 23S,
Airport Way and
Westside Road

Fire Chief

Spokesperson(s)

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

Fire Chief

BCWMB??,
RevelstokeAccommodation
Association??
??

Farmers Market booth

16

Consider expanding programs to include high school students
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Audiences

Key messages

Youth
drawdown
partiers

1. Wildfire risks

Building owners
in interface
areas and
owners of
forested private
property

Wildfire risks

6. Avoiding human
fire starts

Avoiding human fire
starts
FireSmart
Emergency prep & evac

Timing

Methods/Materials

Who will do?

At start of
fire season

Discussion with high
school student Council

BC Hydro

At start of
fire season

FireSmart demonstration
areas

Fire Chief &
BCWMB

And

Neighbourhood group
meetings - Year 1:
Clearview/Johnson
Heights, Begbie Bench,
Columbia Park

Fire Chief and
BCWMB

After a fire
season with
high/extreme
danger
ratings

Spokesperson(s)

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

Year 2: Arrow Heights
Newspaper notice

Fire Chief

Nichol Road video on
Community TV

Fire Chief

FireSmart pamphlets at
Fire Hall, City Hall,
Community Centre,
insurance companies,
building supply stores

Fire Chief &
BCWMB??

FireSmart manuals at the
library

??

Door-to-door pamphlet
delivery (Firesmart &
emerg prep)

??
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Audiences

Key messages

Timing

Building owners
in interface
areas and
owners of
forested private
property

Methods/Materials

Who will do?

Spokesperson(s)

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

Create a FireSmart
demo home
FireSmart pamphlet
distribution by insurance
companies

(continued)
Realtors

Wildfire risks
FireSmart

Backcountry
businesses

Wildfire risks
Avoiding human fire
starts

At start of
fire season

Presentation at the
Planning & Building
Advisory Committee

Fire Chief

Brief presentation at
regular meeting

FWS rep on
CWFP
Committee and
Fire Chief

At start of
fire season

FireSmart
Emergency prep &
evac
Forest Workers
Society

All

At start of
the fire
season
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Audiences

Business sector

Key messages

All

Timing

Methods/Materials

At start of
fire season

Presentation at Rotary
and Chamber lunch
meetings

Fire Chief &
BCWMB

Fire Chief

Environmental
interests (North
Columbia
Environmental
Society, Rod
and Gun Club,
Friends of Mt.
Rev & Glacier
National Parks)

All

At start of
fire season

Offer to make a brief
presentation at a regular
meeting

Outdoor
Recreation
users (Biking
and ATV
associations)

All

At start of
fire season

Offer to make a brief
presentation at a regular
meeting

Visitors

1. Wildfire risks

Throughout
summer

Fire danger rating sign at
the Visitor Centres

2. Avoiding human fire
starts

Who will do?

Campfire safety
pamphlets at Visitor
Centres (do these
exist??)

Spokesperson(s)

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

Chamber

??
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2. When local fire danger rating is above moderate
Audiences

All

Key messages

Avoid human ignitions
Emergency prep & evac

Outdoor
recreation users

Avoid human ignitions

Visitors

Avoid human ignitions

Emergency prep & evac

Emergency prep & evac

Campfire users

Avoid human ignitions

Timing

Fire danger
rating is
above
moderate

Who will
do?

Spokesperson(s)

Website notice

Fire Chief

Fire Chief

Community TV public
service notice

Fire Chief

Fire Chief

Newspaper article

Fire Chief
& BCWMB

Fire Chief
& BCWMB

Radio/TV ads

BCWMB

BCWMB

Rec Centre daily AM radio
spot

Fire Chief

Fire Chief

Methods/Materials

Fire danger
is above
moderate

Displays in recreation
supply outlets

Fire danger
rating is
above
moderate

Eye-catching notice at
Visitor Centres

Chamber

Fire danger
rating is
above
moderate

Fire warden patrols

BCWMB

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

BCWMB
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3. Fuel management treatments (including fire modification breaks
Key messages/

Audiences

Info needs

Timing

Methods/Materials

Who
will
do?

Spokes-

Internal

person(s)

review/
approval

STATUS

Proposals & prescriptions
City Council and
Engineering/Public
Works staff (for
projects near City
infrastructure

To initiate prescription and
treatment funding proposals
– Location, why, how,
financial impacts

Before
proposals
are initiated

Memo/background to
Council meeting (and
CSRD??)

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

N/A

(&CSRD if outside
municipal
boundary)

To initiate treatment projects
- Community support/
concerns and financial
impacts

Before
projects
begin

Memo/background Council
meetings (and CSRD??)

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

N/A

BC Ministry of
Forests, Lands
and Natural
Resource
Operations

Stewardship Branch – for
areas outside the RMR CRA

Before
proposals
are initiated

Via CWFP Committee

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

Resort Development Branch
– for areas within and
adjacent to the RMR CRA
-

Location, process

Parks Canada

For areas adjacent to the
Park – Location, process

Before
proposals
are initiated

Via CWFP Committee

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

BC Hydro

For areas adjacent to
transmission lines and
Hydro private lands –
Location, process

Before
proposals
are initiated

Via CWFP Committee

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief
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Audiences

Key messages/
Info needs

Timing

Methods/Materials

Who
will
do?

Spokesperson(s)

Adjacent property
owners

Location, fuel management
purposes and treatments,
process

Before
proposals
are initiated

Letter of notification

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

Tenure holders
and users on
Crown lands

Location, fuel management
purposes and treatments,
process

Before
proposals
are initiated

Letter of notification

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

Agencies,
adjacent property
owners, tenure
holders and users
of Crown lands

Draft prescription

Before
prescription
is finalized

Personal contact with
adjacent property owners
and tenure holders

RPF

General public

Draft prescription

Before
prescription
is finalized

Newspaper notice

Fire
Chief

Draft on City website

17

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

Fire Chief

Fire Chief

Meet with Neighbourhood
Group/notice of prescription
on group site
Walk through on site if
needed

17

Registered Professional Forester responsible for prescriptions
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Audiences

All

Key messages/
Info needs

Timing

Methods/Materials

Who
will
do?

Spokesperson(s)

Final prescription approved
by Stewardship Branch or
Resort Development Branch

When
finalized
and
approved

On City website

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

Agencies,
adjacent property
owners, tenure
holders and users
of Crown lands

Start date, potential impacts
on uses, noise, hours of
work, safety, etc.

Before
project
starts

Letter of notification or doorto-door

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

Media

Purpose, prescription, onsite practices

First week
of the
project

Press release and site visit

Fire
Chief

Fire Chief

All

Purpose, prescription

End of
project

Signs on highly visible
projects

Part of
project

Internal
review/
approval

STATUS

Treatment projects

Field trip after first day if
high interest

Possible methods that have not been included:
Displays at the Farmers’ Market, Timber Days - labour intensive
Mayor’s radio spot (are these happening anymore?)
Mailbox inserts - not recommended as many boxes are flagged for ‘no junk mail’, or notices are tossed out as junk mail
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C. Desired Outcomes
Audiences
City Council

CSRD

Senior City & CSRD
staff

Outcomes hoped for

How to monitor

Understanding of wildfire risks

Council statements

Support for Firesmart activities

Council approval

Approve fuel treatment projects

Council approval

Approve allocation of Fire Chief time
to communications tasks

Council approval

Understanding of wildfire risks

RD statements

Support for Firesmart activities

RD statements

Support fuel treatment projects

RD statements

Support for Firesmart bylaws,
covenants, etc.

OCP, DPA and bylaws in place

Support for fuel treatments near
infrastructure

Staff statements

City Environment
Committee

Support for fuel treatments

Feedback from the Committee

Land management
agencies

Cooperative working relationship

Involvement in CWFP Committee; public
support for projects

Building owners in
interface areas and
owners of forested
private property

Increasing area of private land and
more buildings are Firesmart

Observations

Outcomes achieved
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Audiences

Outcomes hoped for

How to monitor

Youth partiers,
backcountry
businesses and
outdoor recreation
users

No human fire starts

City and BCWMB ignition records

Property owners
adjacent to fuel
management
treatments

Agreement with fuel management
projects

Feedback to the Fire Chief

Outcomes achieved

Discussions at on-site events
Public statements*
Observations

They FireSmart their buildings and
forested properties
All

No human fire starts

City and BCWMB ignition records

Agreement with fuel management
treatments

Public statements*

Improved emergency
preparedness

??

* Public statements include media quotes, letters to the editor and comments received by word of mouth (these will be verified).
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Appendix 7 – Landscape scale fuel modification break design
Fuel modification breaks (or fuelbreaks) can be defined as strategically placed strips of
low volume fuel where firefighters can make a stand against fire and provide safe access
for fire crews in the vicinity of wildfires, often for the purpose of lighting backfires.
Fuelbreaks act as staging areas where fire suppression crews could anchor their fire
suppression efforts, thus increasing the likelihood that fires could be stopped, or fire
behaviour minimized, so that the potential for a fire to move fluidly through a municipality
and into the interface and in the opposite direction, is substantially reduced. This
Appendix has been prepared by B.A. Blackwell and Associates.
Principles
The information contained within this section has been inserted from “The Use of
Fuelbreaks in Landscape Fire Management” by James K. Agee, Benii Bahro, Mark A.
Finney, Philip N. Omi, David B. Sapsis, Carl N. Skinner, Jan W. van Wagtendonk, and
C. Phill Weatherspoon (1999). This article succinctly describes the principles and use of
fuelbreaks in landscape fire management.
The principal objective behind the use of fuelbreaks, as well as any other fuel
treatment, is to alter fire behaviour over the area of treatment. As discussed
above, fuelbreaks provide points of anchor for suppression activities.


Surface Fire Behaviour

Surface fuel management can limit fireline intensity (Byram 1959) and lower
potential fire severity (Ryan and Noste 1985). The management of surface fuels
so that potential fireline intensity remains below some critical level can be
accomplished through several strategies and techniques. Among the common
strategies are fuel removal by prescribed fire, adjusting fuel arrangement to
produce a less flammable fuelbed (e.g., crushing), or "introducing" live
understory vegetation to raise average moisture content of surface fuels (Agee
1996). Wildland fire behaviour has been observed to decrease with fuel
treatment (Buckley 1992), and simulations conducted by van Wagtendonk (1996)
found both pile burning and prescribed fire, which reduced fuel loads, to
decrease subsequent fire behaviour. These treatments usually result in efficient
fire line construction rates, so that control potential (reducing "resistance to
control") can increase dramatically after fuel treatment.
The various surface fuel categories interact with one another to influence fireline
intensity. Although more litter and fine branch fuel on the forest floor usually
results in higher intensities that is not always the case. If additional fuels are
packed tightly (low fuelbed porosity), they may result in lower intensities.
Although larger fuels (>3 inches) - are not included in fire spread models, as they
do not usually affect the spread of the fire (unless decomposed [Rothennel
1991]), they may result in higher energy releases over longer periods of time
when a fire occurs, having significant effects on fire severity, and they reduce
rates of fireline construction.
The effect of herb and shrub fuels on fireline intensity is not simply predicted.
First of all, more herb and shrub fuels usually imply more open conditions. These
should be associated with lower relative humidity and higher surface
windspeeds. Dead fuels may be drier - and the rate of spread may be higher because of the altered microclimate compared to more closed canopy forest with
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less understory. Live fuels, with higher foliar moisture while green, will have a
dampening effect on fire behaviour. However, if the grasses and forbs cure, the
fine dead fuel can increase fireline intensity and localized spotting.


Conditions That Initiate Crown Fire

A fire moving through a stand of trees may move as a surface fire, an
independent crown fire, or as a combination of intermediate types of fire (Van
Wagner 1977). The initiation of crown fire behaviour is a function of surface
fireline intensity and of the forest canopy: its height above ground and moisture
content (Van Wagner 1977). The critical surface fire intensity needed to initiate
crown fire behaviour can be calculated for a range of crown base heights and
foliar moisture contents, and represents the minimum level of fireline intensity
necessary to initiate crown fire (Table 1); Alexander 1988, Agee 1996). Fireline
intensity or flame length below this critical level may result in fires that do not
crown but may still be of stand replacement severity. For the limited range of
crown base heights and foliar moistures shown in Table 3, the critical levels of
flame length appear more sensitive to height to crown base than to foliar
moisture (Alexander 1988).
Table 1. Flame lengths associated with critical levels of fireline intensity that
are associated with initiating crown fire, using Byram's (1959)
equation.
Foliar Moisture
Content (%)

70
80
90
100
120

2 meters
6 feet
M ft
1.1 4
1.2 4
1.3 4
1.3 4
1.5 5

Height of Crown Base
in meters and feet
6 meters
12 meters
20 feet
40 feet
M ft
M ft
2.3 8
3.7 12
2.5 8
4.0 13
2.7 9
4.3 14
2.8 9
4.6 15
3.2 10
5.1 17

20 meters
66 feet
M ft
5.3 17
5.7 19
6.1 20
6.5 21
7.3 24

If the structural dimensions of a stand and information about foliar moisture are
known, then critical levels of fireline intensity that will be associated with crown
fire for that stand can be calculated. Fireline intensity can be predicted for a
range of stand fuel conditions, topographic situations such as slope and aspect,
and anticipated weather conditions, making it possible to link on-the-ground
conditions with the initiating potential for crown fires. In order to avoid crown fire
initiation, fireline intensity must be kept below the critical level. Managing surface
fuels can accomplish this such that fireline intensity is kept well below the critical
level or by raising crown base heights such that the critical fireline intensity is
difficult to reach. In the field, the variability in fuels, topography and microclimate
will result in varying levels of potential fireline intensity, critical fireline intensity,
and therefore varying crown fire potential.
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Conditions That Allow Crown Fire To Spread

The crown of a forest is similar to any other porous fuel medium in its ability to
burn and the conditions under which crown fire will or will not spread. The heat
from a spreading crown fire into unburned crown ahead is a function of the crown
rate of spread, the crown bulk density, and the crown foliage ignition energy. The
crown fire rate of spread is not the same as the surface fire rate of spread, and
often includes effects of short-range spotting. The crown bulk density is the mass
of crown fuel, including needles, fine twigs, lichens, etc., per unit of crown volume
(analogous to soil bulk density). Crown foliage ignition energy is the net energy
content of the fuel and varies primarily by foliar moisture content, although
species differences in energy content are apparent (van Wagtendonk et al.
1998). Crown fires will stop spreading, but not necessarily stop torching, if either
the crown fire rate of spread or crown bulk density falls below some minimum
value.
If surface fireline intensity rises above the critical surface intensity needed to
initiate crown fire behaviour, the crown will likely become involved in combustion.
Three phases of crown fire behaviour can be described by critical levels of
surface fireline intensity and crown fire rates of spread (Van Wagner 1977,
1993): (1) a passive crown fire, where the crown fire rate of spread is equal to the
surface fire rate of spread, and crown fire activity is limited to individual tree
torching; (2) an active crown fire, where the crown fire rate of spread is above
some minimum spread rate; and (3) an independent crown fire, where crown fire
rate of spread is largely independent of heat from the surface fire intensity. Scott
and Reinhardt (2001) have defined an additional class, (4) conditional surface
fire, where the active crowning spread rate exceeds a critical level, but the critical
level for surface fire intensity is not met. A crown fire will not initiate from a
surface fire in this stand, but an active crown fire may spread through the stand if
it initiates in an adjacent stand.
Critical conditions can be defined below which active or independent crown fire
spread is unlikely. To derive these conditions, visualize a crown fire as a mass of
fuel being carried on a "conveyor belt" through a stationary flaming front. The
amount of fine fuel passing through the front per unit time (the mass flow rate)
depends on the speed of the conveyor belt (crown fire rate of spread) and the
density of the forest crown fuel (crown bulk density). If the mass flow rate falls
below some minimum level (Van Wagner 1977) crown fires will not spread.
Individual crown torching, and/or crown scorch of varying degrees, may still
occur.
Defining a set of critical conditions that may be influenced by management
activities is difficult. At least two alternative methods can define conditions such
that crown fire spread would be unlikely (that is, mass flow rate is too low). One
is to calculate critical windspeeds for given levels of crown bulk density (Scott
and Reinhardt, 2001), and the other is to define empirically derived thresholds of
crown fire rate of spread so that critical levels of crown bulk density can be
defined (Agee 1996). Crown bulk densities of 0.2 kg m-3 are common in boreal
forests that burn with crown fire (Johnson 1992), and in mixed conifer forests,
Agee (1996) estimated that at levels below 0.10 kg m-3 crown fire spread was
unlikely, but no definitive single "threshold" is likely to exist.
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Therefore, reducing surface fuels, increasing the height to the live crown base,
and opening canopies should result in (a) lower fire intensity, (b) less probability
of torching, and (c) lower probability of independent crown fire. There are two
caveats to these conclusions. The first is that a grassy cover is often preferred as
the fuelbreak ground cover, and while fireline intensity may decrease in the
fuelbreak, rate of spread may increase. Van Wagtendonk (1996) simulated fire
behaviour in untreated mixed conifer forests and fuelbreaks with a grassy
understory, and found fireline intensity decreased in the fuelbreak (flame length
decline from 0.83 to 0.63 m [2.7 to 2.1 ft]) but rate of spread in the grassy cover
increased by a factor of 4 (0.81 to 3.35 m/min [2.7-11.05 ft/min]). This flashy fuel
is an advantage for backfiring large areas in the fuelbreak as a wildland fire is
approaching (Green 1977), as well as for other purposes described later, but if a
fireline is not established in the fuelbreak, the fine fuels will allow the fire to pass
through the fuelbreak quickly. The second caveat is that more open canopies will
result in an altered microclimate near the ground surface, with somewhat lower
fuel moisture and higher windspeeds in the open understory (van Wagtendonk
1996).


Fuelbreak Effectiveness

The effectiveness of fuelbreaks continues to be questioned because they have
been constructed to varying standards, "tested" under a wide variety of wildland
fire conditions, and measured by different standards of effectiveness. Green
(1977) describes a number of situations where traditional fuelbreaks were
successful in stopping wildland fires, and some where fuelbreaks were not
effective due to excessive spotting of wildland fires approaching the fuelbreaks.
Fuelbreak construction standards, the behaviour of the approaching wildland fire,
and the level of suppression each contribute to the effectiveness of a fuelbreak.
Wider fuelbreaks appear more effective than narrow ones. Fuel treatment outside
the fuelbreak may also contribute to their effectiveness (van Wagtendonk 1996).
Area treatment such as prescribed fire beyond the fuelbreak may be used to
lower fireline intensity and reduce spotting as a wildland fire approaches a
fuelbreak, thereby increasing its effectiveness. Suppression forces must be
willing and able to apply appropriate suppression tactics in the fuelbreak. They
must also know that the fuelbreaks exist, a common problem in the past. The
effectiveness of suppression forces depends on the level of funding for people,
equipment, and aerial application of retardant, which can more easily reach
surface fuels in a fuelbreak. Effectiveness is also dependent on the psychology
of firefighters regarding their safety. Narrow or unmaintained fuelbreaks are less
likely to be entered than wider, well-maintained ones.
No absolute standards for width or fuel manipulation are available. Fuelbreak
widths have always been quite variable, in both recommendations and
construction. A minimum of 90 m (300 ft) was typically specified for primary
fuelbreaks (Green 1977). As early as the 1960's, fuelbreaks as wide as 300 m
(1000 ft) were included in gaming simulations of fuelbreak effectiveness (Davis
1965), and the recent proposal for northern California national forests by the
Quincy Library Group (see web site http://www.qlg.org for details) includes
fuelbreaks 390 m (0.25 mi) wide. Fuelbreak simulations for the Sierra Nevada
Ecosystem Project (SNEP) adopted similar wide fuelbreaks (van Wagtendonk
1996, Sessions et al. 1996).
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Fuel manipulations can be achieved using a variety of techniques (Green 1977)
with the intent of removing surface fuels, increasing the height to the live crown
of residual trees, and spacing the crowns to prevent independent crown fire
activity. In the Sierra Nevada simulations, pruning of residual trees to 3 m (10 ft)
height was assumed, with canopy cover at 1-20% (van Wagtendonk 1996).
Canopy cover less than 40% has been proposed for the Lassen National Forest
in northern California. Clearly, prescriptions for creation of fuelbreaks must not
only specify what is to be removed, but must describe the residual structure in
terms of standard or custom fuel models so that potential fire behaviour can be
analyzed.
Design
Fuelbreak design must be sensitive to visual concerns and public perception. Therefore,
specific area treatments or other manual/mechanical methods are most desirable. A fuel
treatment is created by reducing surface fuels, increasing height to live crown and
lowering stand density through tree removal (Figure 2). Fuelbreaks can be developed
using a variety of prescriptive methods that may include understory and overstory fuel
removal, timing of treatment, synergistic effects with other treatments, and placement on
the landscape.
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Figure 2. A diagram illustrating the difference between a pre treatment and post treatment shaded
fuelbreak.

When developing fuelbreak prescriptions, the CFFDRS fuel type classification for the
area and the potential fire behaviour must be considered in order to predict the change
in fire behaviour that will result from altering fuel conditions. The identification of potential
candidate areas for fuelbreaks should be focused on areas that will isolate and limit fire
spread, and provide solid anchors for fire control actions. The search for candidate areas
should be conducted using a combination of aerial photographs, Terrestrial Resources
Information Mapping (TRIM), topographic maps, and personal field experience.
Prior to finalizing the location of fuelbreaks, fire behaviour modeling using the Canadian
Fire Behaviour Prediction system (FBP) should be applied to test the effectiveness of the
size and scale of proposed treatments. These model runs should include basic
information from fieldwork pertaining to the fuel types, height to live crown base, crown
fuel load, surface loads, and topography. The model runs should be used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of treatments in altering fire behaviour potential.
Treatment prescription development must also consider the method of fuel treatment.
Methods include manual (chainsaw), mechanical, and pile burning or any combination of
these treatments. To be successful, manual treatments should be considered in
combination with prescribed burning of broadcast fuels or pile and burn. Mechanical
treatments involve machinery and must be sensitive to ground disturbance and impacts
on hydrology and watercourses. Typically, these types of treatments reduce the
overstory fuel loads but increase the surface fuel load. The surface fuel load must be
removed in order to significantly reduce the fire behaviour potential. Increased surface
fuel load is often the reason that prescribed burning or pile and burn are combined in the
treatment prescription.
Final selection of the most appropriate fuelbreak location will depend on a number of
factors including:











Protection of recreation and aesthetics
Protection of public safety
Reduction of potential liabilities
Minimizing future suppression costs
Improved knowledge
Impacts on visual quality
The economics of the treatments and the potential benefits
Treatment cost recovery
The impact of treatments on the alteration of fire behaviour
Public review and comment

Fuelbreaks should not be considered stand-alone treatments to the exclusion of other
important strategies already discussed in this plan. To be successful, municipalities need
to integrate a fuelbreak plan with strategic initiatives such as structure protection,
emergency response, training, communication and education. An integrated strategy will
help to mitigate landscape level fire risk, reduce unwanted wildland fire effects and the
potential negative social, economic and environmental effects that large catastrophic
fires can cause.
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Maintenance
Once a municipality commits to the development of a fuelbreak strategy, decision
makers and municipal staff must recognize that they are embarking on a long-term
commitment to these types of treatments and that future maintenance will be required.
Additionally, the financial commitment required to develop these treatments in the
absence of any revenue will be high. A component of the material to be removed to
create fuelbreaks has an economic value and could potentially be used to offset the cost
of treatment, thereby providing benefits to municipalities and the local economy.
Fuelbreaks require ongoing treatment to maintain low fuel loadings. Following treatment,
tree growth and understory development start the process of fuel accumulation and, if
left unchecked, over time the fuelbreak will degrade to conditions that existed prior to
treatment. Some form of follow-up treatment is required. Follow-up is dependent on the
productivity of the site, and may be required as frequently as every 10 to 15 years in
order to maintain the site in a condition of low fire behaviour potential.
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